INTER-AMERICAN TROPICAL TUNA COMMISSION
90TH MEETING (RESUMED)
La Jolla, California (USA)
12-14 October 2016

MINUTES OF THE MEETING
AGENDA
1. Opening of the meeting
[…]
5. Reports of subsidiary bodies and working groups: […]
d. Activation of the capacity of Guatemala and Venezuela
[…]
9. Discussion of resolutions and recommendations [tuna conservation measures and
pending proposals]
10. Election of Chair and Vice - Chair for the July 2016-July 2017 period
11. Election of Chairs of subsidiary bodies and working groups
[…]
13. Date and place of next meeting
14. Adjournment

APPENDICES
1
2.
1
3.
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3f

List of attendees
RESOLUTIONS
Measures for the conservation and management of Pacific bluefin tuna in the Eastern C-16-08
Pacific Ocean
PROPOSALS
B-1A
European Union. Minimum standards for in-port inspections
D-1A
Ecuador. Permissibility of discards
G-1B
United States. Multiannual program for the conservation of tunas in the eastern Pacific
Ocean during 2017-2019
G-2B
Colombia and Ecuador. Multiannual program for the conservation of tunas in the eastern Pacific Ocean during 2017-2018
G-5B
Mexico. Annual program for the conservation of tunas in the eastern Pacific Ocean
during 2017
I-1A
United States. Safety of observers at sea

The 90th meeting of the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC), initiated in The Jolla, California (USA), on 27 June 2016 and suspended on 1 July 2016, was resumed at the same venue on 12 October
2016. The attendees are listed in Appendix 1.
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1.

Opening of the meeting

The meeting was called to order by the Chairman of the IATTC, Mr. Guillermo Morán, of Ecuador.
Items 2-5c, 6-8, and 12-13 of the agenda were concluded at the session of the meeting in June and July, so
the meeting proceeded directly to the items that were left pending.
One delegation proposed that, for item 9 on the discussion of the resolutions, the proposing Members make
brief presentations of their proposals, and that the IATTC scientific staff present information related to
possible alternative management schemes, left pending from a technical meeting held the day before, thus
giving the delegations the opportunity to ask questions and present in general terms their position regarding
which measures they could support and which ones not.
Guatemala requested that item 5d of the agenda on the activation of the capacity of Guatemala and Venezuela be addressed right away.
The Chairman indicated that as a working plan, and in accordance with the requests of some delegations,
Members would be given the opportunity of holding bilateral meetings to achieve progress in agreements
that would allow consensus to be reached rapidly in the plenary meeting, primarily in relation to the resolution on tuna conservation.
5.d. Activation of the capacity of Guatemala and Venezuela
Guatemala recalled that this matter remained open since the meeting in June, where it was reported that,
according to the information provided by the IATTC scientific staff, every 1,000 cubic meters (m3) of
increase in capacity should be offset with 1 additional day of closure, so activating the capacity of Guatemala (3,762 m3) and Venezuela (1,668 m3) would require five additional days of closure. In that case, the
starting point for the discussion should be a baseline of 67 days of closure, the current 62 days plus the five
required by the activation of the capacity of the two countries. Venezuela supported this position.
The United States stated that adding these five additional days to the 62-day closure, plus 25 days to offset
the overall capacity increase in the IATTC Regional Vessel Register was a positive move, but had not yet
been agreed. Work should continue on this, not least because there was not yet agreement on adopting a
62-day closure and other additional measures.
Ecuador indicated that, without a complete overview of the capacity increase and the alternative measures
for offsetting it, no decision could be taken on activating the two countries’ capacity. He also noted that
this activation had been made conditional on the approval of a regional capacity management plan, and this
had not yet happened. To confirm this point, the second paragraph of the minutes of the first session of the
Commission’s meeting the previous June was read out. Regarding Ecuador’s comment, Guatemala clarified
that, at that time, no agreement or decision was reached in that regard, as reflected at the end of the paragraph that was read out. In addition to the above, Guatemala recalled the minutes of the 88th Meeting of
the Commission, in which the activation was conditioned only on conservation measures that would compensate the activation.
Guatemala indicated that the item had to be left open until agreement was reached on the tuna management
measure to be adopted for future years, and that any scheme must include a conservation measure that
would allow the capacity to be activated. Otherwise, Guatemala made it clear that it reserved its right to not
join the consensus, since it had already been patient for over a dozen years to find a solution without any
result. Venezuela supported this position.
9. Discussion of resolutions and recommendations
a. Information on tuna conservation required of the Secretariat by some Members
At the request of the Members, the Commission staff presented a table (Appendix 5a) with a summary of
the possible management measures and their impact on the catches of the three main species (yellowfin,
bigeye, and skipjack). Also, it was reported that a document with answers to various questions that the
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European Union had asked prior to the meeting had been made available to delegations.
Ecuador asked whether the dynamics of what would happen if measures were applied mainly or exclusively
to bigeye with catch limits on floating objects. The staff stated that probably fishing effort would be directed
at the tuna species with the lesser management measures, in this case yellowfin, which meant that the maximum sustainable yield of that species would be reached more rapidly.
b. General presentation of new proposals for resolutions on tuna conservation
i)

Proposals by Colombia

-

IATTC-90 PROP G-4 COL Conservation of tunas 2017-2019. Covers all purse-seine vessels,
of Classes 1-6, and longline vessels over 24 meters length overall; the program for retaining all
tuna catches and the other measures are maintained, mainly the 62 days of closure and the closure
of the high-seas area known as the “corralito”.

-

IATTC-90 PROP A-3 COL Regulation of FADs. Establishes an annual deployment limit of 500
FADs per vessel, the recovery of 80% of FADs deployed during the trips prior to the start of the
closure period. The Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) and the Ad hoc Working Group on FADs
will review the measure to adjust the established limit, as appropriate.

-

IATTC-90 PROP G-3 COL Individual Vessel Quotas - IVQs. Establishes annual catch quotas
for Class-5 and-6 vessels for bigeye and yellowfin in sets on FADs, taking as a reference the average of those catches during 2013-2015.

Various general comments were made on proposal G-3 on individual vessel quotas (IVQs), among them
that the amount of the quota should be reviewed by the SAC, since the proposal was taken from other
regional fisheries management organizations (RFMOs), and in the EPO there are no vessels that deploy
more than 500 FADs per year. The average might be around 140 FADs.
Various delegations expressed interest for an IVQ system as a management alternative, and asked the scientific staff to assess the impact of this proposal in terms of fishing mortality. The Secretariat asked for
clarification about certain parameters for the assessment, for example whether the IVQs are only for vessels
that fish on FADs, how sets on FADs are defined, and whether vessels less than Class 6 are included.
Other delegations expressed concerns about this IVQ system, citing the difficulty of monitoring compliance, given that only Class-6 vessels carry observers, how quotas would be allocated, and how vessels that
have the option of making a 90-day fishing trip in the EPO each year under Resolution C-02-03 would be
accommodated.
ii) Proposal by Ecuador. IATTC-90 PROP G-2 ECU Conservation of tunas 2017-2018
Measure for 2017-2018, complementary to the 62-day closure, establishing an annual catch limit of
57,302 t for bigeye (95% of the average annual catch of the species on FADs during 2013-2015), which
would be distributed among the countries on the basis of their historical catches for allocation among
their respective fleets; closing the corralito would not be necessary. Complementary measures should
be sought to avoid affecting yellowfin.
Concerns were expressed about how the national bigeye catch limits would be allocated, since countries
without historical catches of the species would be excluded from the allocation, depriving them of their
right to fish.
iii) Proposal by Mexico. IATTC-90 PROP G-5 MEX Conservation of tunas 2017
The proposal, for 2017 only, applies the closure to all purse-seine vessels, of Classes 1 through 6. It
maintains two closure periods but, in its presentation, Mexico raised the possibility that each CPC
would notify which period its fleet as a whole would observe, instead of allowing vessels to choose
individually one or another period of closure. The proposal also imposes a FAD deployment limit of
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100 per vessel, which would be revised subsequently by the scientific staff and/or the SAC.
c. Review of other pending proposals
i)

United States: IATTC-90 PROP I-1A USA Safety of observers at sea. The proposal was already
presented in June. The Commission staff had prepared Document IATTC-90 INF-C on the cost of
the equipment required to improve observer safety in accordance with the proposal.

The staff presented the document, indicating that the cost of the equipment contemplated in the proposal
was about US$ 423,000, or US$ 2,238 for each one of the 189 active Class-6 vessels.
Various Members expressed concern about the way in which the cost of the equipment would be funded.
The United States suggested that the cost of safety equipment for observers on longliners should be covered
by the respective national programs, as in the program for monitoring transshipments on carrier vessels; in
the case of the AIDCP program, the cost could be included in the program’s budget.
Japan indicated that it supported the importance of observer safety, but that the cost burden between the
Commission and participants on this matter should be the same among fisheries. China stated that the national longline observer programs should be given some time to prepare for adopting this measure. The
United States and Colombia suggested that January 2018 could be established as the date of entry into force,
and Colombia requested that the proposal specify clearly the sources of funding.
Chinese Taipei and the European Union supported the proposal, noting that the costs were warranted by
the improvement in the safety of the observers at sea. Mexico and Venezuela expressed concern about
paragraph 2 of the proposal, which requires staff of each national program and the IATTC to be available
at all times to receive emergency signals, which implied unconsidered costs. Various Members suggested
investigating the possibility, in accordance with international navigation regulations, of the signal being
received by an international emergency entity.
The Chair asked whether there was agreement on the proposal and whether it could be approved. Guatemala
stated that it had no objection as to the substance, but that it was not in a position to approve any proposal
before the adoption of measures for tuna conservation of tunas and the activation of capacity of Guatemala
and Venezuela. He requested that consideration of the proposal be postponed.
WWF made a statement urging the Commission to adopt measures to improve the safety of observers at
sea and guarantee that their work is done without harassment, since the data and their reliability can be
affected by such elements.
Following that statement, The United States emphasized its concern about the safety of observers on transshipment carrier vessels. In this respect, it stressed that the case of the disappearance of an observer at sea
in 2015 was a major case that had not been included in the Secretariat’s annual report IATTC-90-06 (Observer Program for Transshipments at Sea). The report states that: “the program is operating without any
major problems with regard to its implementation and management.” The United States requested that
mention of this case be included in the annual report. The United States also requested information on the
procedure in the transshipment program for monitoring and reporting on possible cases of interference with
the observer’s work, as is done in the AIDCP IRP meetings.
The staff reported that the case of the observer who disappeared was duly and promptly reported to the
national authorities of Panama and Vanuatu, the flag States of the two vessels involved in the incident, and
that the US Coast Guard and the Panamanian government had taken charge of the investigation of the case
from the beginning. The relevant resolution, C-12-07, does not establish rules for reporting possible cases
of interference with the observer’s work, but if the Commission was interested they could be reported.
Japan clarified that it would be necessary to adopt a new resolution to do this. The United States indicated
that it would present a proposal in writing at the next meeting of the IATTC. At the request of one delegation, he also indicated that he could inform the Commission of the progress in the case of the observer who
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disappeared.
ii) European Union: IATTC-90 PROP B-1 EUR Port State Measures. The European Union noted
that it had received no comments on the proposal, and that it would not address it in order to allow
sufficient time for a decision on the tuna conservation measure, which is the priority. Nonetheless,
she insisted that it is necessary for the IATTC to take such measures, since the FAO Port State
Measures Agreement entered into force in 2016.
iii) Ecuador: IATTC-90 PROP D-1 ECU Permissibility of discards. Japan noted that it had made
comments on this proposal since the meeting in June that it would like to have included, since this
matter is of vital importance for the protection of juvenile tunas. Ecuador undertook to hold conversations with the interested Members with the aim of consolidating an agreed proposal.
d. Proposals approved
The Commission reviewed the proposal on the management of bluefin tuna prepared by Japan, the United
States, and Mexico, and it was approved as Resolution C-16-08, Measures for the conservation and management of bluefin tuna in the eastern Pacific Ocean (Appendix 2).
The Pew Charitable Trusts made a statement, expressing concern about the lack of a measure for the conservation of bluefin in the long term.
e. Continuation of discussions on a measure for the conservation of tuna
The Chairman opened the floor to a general exchange of information on what the delegations might accept
as conservation measures, mainly regarding the application of a system of catch limits, measures for managing FADs, and an increase in days of closure. The general positions resulting from this discussion were
as follows:
-

Only the European Union stated that it could support the 25-day increase in days of closure over
the 62 in the current measure. Many delegations indicated that they could not support that measure
due to the economic impacts it would cause for the tuna industry in their countries.

-

Many delegations stated that the 62-day closure should be adopted as a baseline, and add additional
conservation measures to that.

-

Peru and Ecuador stated that including vessels of Classes 1 through 3 in the closure would not be
acceptable, since those vessels do not have a major impact on the tuna stocks, and also because it
would affect the economy of the industry or would halt the development of an incipient industry.

-

Many delegations indicated that a maximum limit for FAD deployments and their recovery from
the sea could be discussed.

-

Many delegations indicated that work should be done on a system for limiting catches on FADs,
but that this was aimed mainly at conserving bigeye, and so there should be additional measures
for yellowfin. The way in which the limits would be allocated should be worked on, also on monitoring compliance with any measures adopted.

-

Guatemala noted that it had offered to apply unilateral measures for conserving tunas and that it
maintained them as proposals if they could be of use. He invited the Commission to encourage that
unilateral measures be proposed, which would contribute to the good management of the tuna resource.

-

Various delegations stated that more work should be done on regulating FADs, since that is where
most of the catch of juveniles occurs.

Following that discussion and in view of the limited time available, it was decided to form two technical
round tables, one on a catch limits system and the other on measures for regulating FADs, in order to be
able to discuss both matters extensively and reach agreements. The round tables would be coordinated by
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the Chair and the Vice - Chair of the IATTC, Ms. Bryslie Cifuentes, respectively, and would meet concurrently.
a) Table A: System of catch limits on FADs
At the request of the round table, the scientific staff presented information on the retained catches of bigeye
and yellowfin on floating objects, by flag. It was noted that the impact caused by a 5% reduction of such
catches would be 0.9% for yellowfin, equivalent to three days of closure, and 4.9% for bigeye, equivalent
to 14 days of closure.
Costa Rica expressed reservations about working on a scheme that would limit access to the fishery on the
basis of historical fishing records, since it had not developed significant fishing activities and so has no
such records.
In summary, the conclusions reached at this table were the following:
i)

Applying measures such as catch limits on floating objects designed to protect bigeye would not
necessarily contribute to conserving yellowfin.

ii) A system of catch limits should include conservation measures for both bigeye and yellowfin.
iii) These should not be called quotas but rather catch limits, in order to avoid creating rights through
the establishment of quotas.
iv) Allocating catch limits based on the level of capacity entered in the Regional Vessel Register, instead of on historical catches in certain years, could be considered.
v) The limits should be allocated by country, not by individual vessel.
b) Table B: Measures for regulating FADs
The coordinator of the round table, Ms. Bryslie Cifuentes, reported that the following conclusions had
been reached:
i)

There was no agreement on recommending an annual limit on the number of FADs deployed,
since the geographical area and the effort by individual vessels must be considered.

ii) There was no agreement on recommending a minimum number of FADs to be recovered, nor
on the monitoring and control of a measure of this nature.
iii) There was agreement on the definition of a FAD established in Resolution C-16-01, paragraph
1.
iv) A measure on FADs should be applicable to vessels of Classes 1 through 6.
After the plenary meeting was resumed, the Chairman asked that the three existing proposals on tuna conservation and management be presented: a) G2-A, Colombia and Ecuador; b) G1-A, United States and c)
G5-B, Mexico, which had been worked on based on the foregoing discussions and bilateral negotiations
held during the three days of work.
a) Proposal G2-A, Colombia and Ecuador. Maintains the basis of a 62-day closure, plus catch limits
for bigeye and yellowfin calculated on the basis of the average historical catches on floating objects
during 2013-2015 (99,487 t) by the purse-seine fleet in the EPO, minus 10% (9,949 t). Half of that 10%
is designated as a reserve, to be allocated subject to certain criteria, and the other half would not be
utilized, in order to contribute to reducing fishing mortality. Limits would be established by country,
and would be transferable among vessels of the same flag, and temporarily among countries.
The European Union noted that the proposal lacked measures to offset the 25 days of closure related to
yellowfin. The United States stated that its proposal had an alternative to allocating limits according to
historical rights, and that the proposal presented did not consider vessels that entered the fishery in 2017 or
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that have access to the fishery for one 30-day trip, nor vessels smaller than Class 6. Guatemala stated that
it would present a paragraph to add to this proposal a reference to the activation of the capacity of Guatemala
and Venezuela.
b) Proposal G1-A, United States. Modified since it was presented in June, includes alternative closures
of 87, 70, and 62 days. Moreover, Class-6 vessels that have a DML must cease fishing for an additional
period of 8 days, and all Class-6 purse seine vessels would be required to limit their combined catches
of yellowfin and bigeye on floating objects to an annual average of 1 t per m3 of capacity, or other value
determined by the Secretariat, to maintain the stocks at a level of sustainability.
The European Union noted that this proposal seemed simple and easy to apply, and could thus be the basis
for reaching consensus. Japan noted that scientific information provided seemed to be reflected to this proposal mostly, and would thus be the most appropriate.
c) Proposal G5-B, Mexico. Maintains the basis of the 62-day closure, plus an annual FAD deployment
limit of 0.12 per cubic meter of well volume. 50% of FADs deployed in a year must be recovered, and
none may be deployed for a month before the closure and also for a month before conducting the recovery.
Ecuador indicated that a measure such as the recovery of 50% of FADs deployed was not acceptable.
Finally, due to lack of time, no progress could be made in the detailed review of the foregoing proposals
and their consolidation into one. Many Members indicated their interest in not wasting the effort already
spent in developing a conservation measure, so it was decided to continue the work at a meeting in February
2017.
Peru called on the Commission to adopt conservation measures and noted that, if there is no consensus on
a measure but it is supported by a majority, it should proceed in a responsible manner and consider applying
the provisions of paragraph 1 of Article IX of the Antigua Convention, that decisions do not necessarily
imply consensus, if the Commission so decides.
A work schedule was established, to be followed prior to the meeting in February, in order to facilitate
agreement at the meeting:
a. By 1 November, the IATTC scientific staff will analyze the three proposals, and circulate its assessment and conclusions.
b. Between 1 November and 1 December, the four proposing Members shall review their proposals
in the light of the staff’s analysis, if appropriate, and revised proposals will be circulated by 1 December.
c. CPCs will send their comments and suggestions on the proposals by 15 January at the latest.
10. Election of Chair and Vice - Chair for the July 2016-July 2017 period
Mr. Guillermo Morán, of Ecuador, and Ms. Bryslie Cifuentes, of Guatemala, were re-elected Chair and
Vice - Chair, respectively, of the Commission, both for the period of July 2016-July 2017.
11. Election of chairs of subsidiary bodies and working groups
The following chairs of subsidiary bodies and working groups were elected or re-elected:
Working group/ Committee
Permanent Working Group on Fleet Capacity
Working Group on Bycatch
Committee on Administration and Finance

Chair
Alfonso Miranda (Peru)
Luis Fleischer (Mexico)
Lillo Maniscalchi (Venezuela)

It was recalled that Mr. David Hogan was elected, at the 89th of the Commission, as Chair of the Review
Committee for a two-year period, in accordance with paragraph 36 of the IATTC Rules of Procedure.
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13. Date and place of next meeting
The Commission agreed to hold an extraordinary meeting on 7-10 February 2017 in La Jolla, California
(USA), primarily to continue discussing the matter of tuna conservation measures for 2017 and beyond,
and adopt the corresponding resolution.
The exact dates of the next anual meeting of the IATTC (now the 92nd) were defined – 24-28 July 2017 –
on the understanding that it would be preceded, as usual, by the meetings of its subsidiary bodies and the
AIDCP during the previous week (17-21 July julio). It was agreed to contact Vanuatu, which had offered
to host the meetings, to confirm those dates. In case an alternative venue were needed, Mexico offered to
host the meetings in the city of Cancún.
14. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 6:40 p.m. on 14 October 2016.
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ASISTENTES - ATTENDEES
MIEMBROS - MEMBERS
BELICE-BELIZE
BREANNA CONORQUIE*
Ministry of Finance
fisheriesofficer.bhsfu@gmail.com

CHINA
XIAOBING LIU*
Chinese Overseas Fisheries Association
xiaobing.liu@hotmail.com
ZIJUN ZHOU
China Overseas Fisheries Association
Admin1@tuna.org.cn
JIANGFENG ZHU
Shangai Ocean University
jfzhu@shou.edu.cn

JIANBO NI
Ping Tai Rong Ocean Fishery Group Co. Ltd.
ptr@ptrcn.com
YONGYI NI
Ping Tai Rong Ocean Fishery Group Co. Ltd.
niyongyi@126.com

COLOMBIA
ANDREA GUERRERO*
Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores
andrea.guerrerogarcia@cancilleria.gov
GUSTAVO LARA
Ministerio de Ambiente y Desarrollo Sostenible
glara@minambiente.gov.co
OTTO POLANCO
Autoridad Nacional de Acuicultura y Pesca
otto.polanco@aunap.gov.co
LUISA MALDONADO
Autoridad Nacional de Acuicultura y Pesca
luisa.maldonado@aunap.gov.co

ANDRÉS ORTÍZ
Autoridad Nacional de Acuicultura y Pesca
andres.ortiz@aunap.gov.co
ENRIQUE DE LA VEGA
Programa Nacional de Observadores
edelavega@pescalimpia.org
DIEGO CANELOS
Seatech International, Inc.
dcanelos@seatechint.com

COREA - KOREA
DOJIN KWAK*
Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries
aqua_flash@korea.kr

EUNSUK YI
Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries
frannious@kofi.org

COSTA RICA
GERMÁN POCHET
Ministerio de Agricultura
gpochet@legalambiental.com

ECUADOR
PILAR PROAÑO*
Ministerio de Agricultura, Ganadería, Acuacultura y Pesca
pproano@agricultura.gob.ec
VÍCTOR ALCIVAR
Ministerio de Agricultura, Ganadería, Acuacultura y Pesca
victor.alcivar@pesca.gob.ec
GUILLERMO MORÁN
Ministerio de Agricultura, Ganadería, Acuacultura y Pesca
gamv6731@gmail.com
LUIS TORRES
Subsecretaría de Recursos Pesqueros
luis.torres@pesca.gob.ec
REBECA ESPINOZA
Ministerio de Agricultura, Ganadería, Acuacultura y Pesca
rebeca.espinoza@pesca.gob.ec
NIKITA GAIBOR

JAVIER CARDOSO
Apolo abogados
jcardoso@apolo.ec
IKER GALINDEZ
Pesquera Ugavi S.A
Iker.Galindez@ugavi.com
LUIS GÓMEZ
Legalsa & Asociados
candrade@legalsa.com.ec
JAIME HOLGUIN
Negocios Industriales Real NIRSA S.A
holguinlaw@gmail.com
FABRIZIO PALADINES
Grupo Hermanos Paladines
delipesca@delipesca.com
DIEGO MILETIC
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Instituto Nacional De Pesca
ngaibor@institutopesca.gob.ec
RAFAEL TRUJILLO
Cámara Nacional de Pesquería
direjec@camaradepesqueria.com
LUIGI BENINCASA AZUA
ATUNEC/Asociación de Atuneros de Ecuador
info@atunec.com.ec
JOSÉ APOLO
Apolo Abogados
jgapolo@apolo.ec

Pesquera Jadrán S.A.
jadran@gye.satnet.net
DIEGO MILETIC H.
Pesquera Jadrán S.A.
jadran@gye.satnet.net
MANUEL VARELA
Pesquera Ugavi S.A
manuel.varela@ugavi.com
JIMMY VILLAVICENCIO
Villavicencio & Asociados
jvillavicencio@v-a.com.ec

EL SALVADOR
GUSTAVO PORTILLO*
Ministerio de Agricultura y Ganadería
gustavo.portillo@mag.gob.sv

OSCAR ÁLVAREZ
Calvo Pesca
oscar-gustavo.alvarez@calvo.es

ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMÉRICA – UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BARRY THOM*
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
barry.thom@noaa.gov
WILLIAM FOX
U.S. Commissioner/WWF
bill.fox@wwfus.org
DONALD HANSEN
U.S. Commissioner
don.hansen@noaa.gov
EDWARD WEISSMAN
U.S. Commissioner
eweissman@aol.com
DAVID HOGAN
U.S. Department of State
hogandf@state.gov
MICHAEL BRAKKE
U.S. Department of State
brakkemt@state.gov
CELIA BARROSO
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
celia.barroso@noaa.gov
TAYLOR DEBEVEC
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
taylor.debevec@noaa.gov
CHRISTOPHER FANNING
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
chris.fanning@noaa.gov
JUDSON FEDER
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
judson.feder@noaa.gov
RINI GHOSH
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
rini.ghosh@noaa.gov
PAUL ORTIZ
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
paul.ortiz@noaa.gov
KRISTIN RUSELLO
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
kristin.rusello@noaa.gov
DALE SQUIRES
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
dale.squires@noaa.gov
HEIDI TAYLOR
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
heidi.taylor@noaa.gov

MICHELLE HORECZKO
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
mhoreczko@gmail.com
ANTONIO ALVAREZ
Aach Holding Co.
galvarezd@aol.com
STUART CHIKAMI
Western Pacific Fisheries, Inc.
schikami@westpacfish.com
LARRY DA ROSA
Tradition Mariner LLC
ldarosa1@cox.net
RICARDO DA ROSA
Pacific Princess & GAC IATTC member
RicardodaRosa@cox.net
AUGUST FELANDO
CWPA
augustfelando@aol.com
PETER FLOURNOY
American Albacore Fishermen’s Association
phf@international-law-offices.com
SVEIN FOUGNER
Hawaii Longline Association
sveinfougner@cox.net
CARY GANN
Starkist Co.
cary.gann@starkist.com
BRIAN HALLMAN
American Tunaboat Association
bhallmanata@gmail.com
MARK HELVEY
California Pelagic Fisheries Association
markhelvey2@gmail.com
THERESA LABRIOLA
Wild Oceans
tlabriola@wildoceans.org
MATTHEW OWENS
Tri Marine
mowens@trimarinegroup.com
DAVID RUDIE
Catalina Offshore Products
rudie.dave@gmail.com
WILLIAM SARDINHA
Sardinha & Cileu Management Inc
bill@sardinhacileu.sdcoxmail.com
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RACHAEL WADSWORTH
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
rachael.wadsworth@noaa.gov
MICHELLE ZETWO
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
michelle.zetwo@noaa.gov

JAMES SOUSA
GS FISHERIES
jim.sousa@marpacifico.net
JOHN ZUANICH
Tri Marine Fishing Management
jzuanich@trimarinegroup.com

FRANCIA - FRANCE
CHRISTIANE LAURENT-MONPETIT*
Ministry of Overseas
christiane.laurent-monpetit@outre-mer.gouv.fr

GUATEMALA
BYRON ACEVEDO*
Ministerio de Agricultura, Ganadería y Alimentación
byron.acevedo@gmail.com
CARLOS MARÍN
Ministerio de Agricultura, Ganadería y Alimentación
cfmarin1058@gmail.com
BRYSLIE CIFUENTES
Ministerio de Agricultura, Ganadería y Alimentación
brysliec@hotmail.com

RODRIGO VIELMANN
Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores
vielmann@minex.gob.gt
HUGO ALSINA
MAYAPESCA S.A
hugo@alsina-et-al.org
FRATERNO DÍAZ
Pesquera Reina de la Paz
diaz.monge@hotmail.com

JAPÓN - JAPAN
KENGO TANAKA*
Fisheries Agency of Japan
kengo_tanaka880@maff.go.jp
YUJIRO AKATSUKA
Fisheries Agency of Japan
yuujirou_akatsuka530@maff.go.jp

HIROHIDE MATSUSHIMA
Fisheries Agency of Japan
hiro_matsushima500@maff.go.jp
KEISUKE SATOH
National Research Institute of Far Seas Fisheries
kstu21@fra.affrc.go.jp

MÉXICO – MEXICO
MARIO AGUILAR*
CONAPESCA/Comisión Nacional de Acuacultura y Pesca
mario.aguilar@conapesca.gob.mx
LUIS FLEISCHER
Embassy of Mexico
lfleischer21@hotmail.com
MARTHA ESTRADA
CONAPESCA/Comisión Nacional de Acuacultura y Pesca
mestradaj@conapesca.gob.mx
RIGOBERTO GARCÍA
CONAPESCA/Comisión Nacional de Acuacultura y Pesca
rigoberto.garcia@conapesca.gob.mx
ISABEL REYES
CONAPESCA/Comisión Nacional de Acuacultura y Pesca
ireyesr@conapesca.gob.mx
JUAN PERDOMO
CONAPESCA/Comisión Nacional de Acuacultura y Pesca
juan.perdomo@conapesca.gob.mx
MICHEL DREYFUS
Instituto Nacional de la Pesca
dreyfus@cicese.mx
MATÍAS ARJONA
Secretaría de Pesca y Acuacultura de Baja California
marjona@baja.gob.mx
ARMANDO DÍAZ
PNAAPD – FIDEMAR
adiaz@cicese.mx
JINYOL CHO
Servax Bleu
jcho@grupoaltex.com
FELIPE CHARAT

ERNESTO ESCOBAR
Pesca Azteca S.A de C.V
dzamudio@pescaazteca.com
GUILLERMO GÓMEZ
Alianza del Pacífico por el Atún Sustentable
gomezhall@gmail.com
JOSÉ GONZÁLEZ
Servax Bleu
jgonzalez@grupoaltex.com
ANTONIO GUERRA
Grupo Maritimo Industrial S.A de C.V
ssantoyo@grupomar.mx
HAK SONG LEE
Acuacultura de Baja California S.A de C.V
wbptreesp@hanmail.net
SATIAGO MATUS
Baja Aqua-Farms S.A de C.V
Santiago.matus@bajaaquafarms.mx
MARIANA RAMOS
Alianza del Pacífico por el Atún Sustentable
mariana@pacifictunaalliance.org
MARK ROBERTSON
Potomac Global Advisors
mrobertson@potomacglobal.com
AMANDA SÁNCHEZ
Procesa
amanda.sanchez@procesa.mx
BENITO SARMIENTO
Baja Aqua-Farms S.A de C.V
benito.sarmiento@bajaaquafarms.com
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Maricultura del Norte S de RL de CV
p.charat@att.net

NICARAGUA
JULIO GUEVARA*
INATUN/Industrial Atunera de Nicaragua
juliocgp@hotmail.com
ARMANDO SEGURA
Cámara de la Pesca de Nicaragua
capenic@ibw.com.ni

MIGUEL MARENCO
NICATUN S.A
lobodemar59@gmail.com

PANAMÁ-PANAMA
ZULEIKA PINZÓN*
Autoridad de los Recursos Acuáticos de Panamá
zpinzon@arap.gob.pa

RAÚL DELGADO
Autoridad de los Recursos Acuáticos de Panamá
rdelgado@arap.gob.pa

PERÚ - PERU
JESÚS PONCE*
Ministerio de la Producción
jponce@rree.gob.pe
GLADYS CÁRDENAS
Instituto del Mar del Perú
gcardenas@imarpe.gob.pe
ALFREDO GARCÍA
Ministerio de la Producción
sramirez@produce.gob.pe
JOSÉ SALCEDO
Instituto del Mar del Perú
jlsalcedo@imarpe.gob.pe
JAVIER CALMET
Sociedad Nacional de Pesquería
snpnet@snp.org.pe

ALFONSO MIRANDA
Sociedad Nacional de Industrias
Alfonso.miranda@pezex.pe
PABLO NIETO
Sociedad Nacional de Pesquería
snpnet@snp.org.pe
JORGE RISI
Sociedad Nacional de Pesquería
snpnet@snp.org.pe
MARÍA JOSÉ BOLUARTE
CLS Perú
mboluarte@clsperu.pe

TAIPEI CHINO – CHINESE TAIPEI
CHUNG-HAI KWOH*
Fisheries Agency/Council of Agriculture
chunghai@ms1.fa.gov.tw
YU CHEN
Fisheries Agency/Council of Agriculture
chenyu@ms1.fa.gov.tw

CHIN-SHENG LEE
Dept. of International Organizations
cslee@mofa.gov.tw
HUI-SHAN MA
Overseas Fisheries Development Council
sandrama7@ofdc.org.tw

UNIÓN EUROPEA – EUROPEAN UNION
ANGELA MARTINI*
European Commission
angela.martini@ec.europa.eu
ANTONIO LIZCANO
Ministerio de Agricultura, Alimentación y Medio Ambiente
alizcano@magrama.es
DANIEL CALVO
OPAGAC
daniel.calvo@isabel.net

JULIO MORÓN
OPAGAC
julio.moron@opagac.org
BORJA ALONSO
ALBACORA
borja.alonso@albacora.es
JOSU SANTIAGO
AZTI Tecnalia
jsantiago@azti.es

VENEZUELA
KATHERIN INOJOSA*
Ministerio del Poder Popular de Pesca y Acuicultura
inojosa.katherin@gmail.com
ALVIN DELGADO
FUNDATUN
fundatunpnov@gmail.com
NANCY TABLANTE
Ministerio del Poder Popular de Pesca y Acuicultura
dgpi.minpesca@gmail.com
FRANCISCO MARÍN

JOSÉ ZACCARO
Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores
dsoberania@gmail.com
LILLO MANISCALCHI
AVATUN/Asociación Venezolana de Armadores Atunero
lillomaniscalchi@yahoo.com
TIZIANA NATOLI
Grupo Natoli
tiziana@gruponotoli.com
ABELARDO PAREDES
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Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores
Franciscomarin168@hotmail.com
CARMEN TREJO
Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores
carmentrejo@gmail.com

Grupo Natoli
abelardop@gruponotoli.com

NO MIEMBROS COOPERANTES – COOPERATING NON-MEMBERS
HONDURAS
BLAS CABRERA*
Secretaría de Agricultura y Ganadería
blascabreraq@hotmail.com

LIBERIA
JORGEN PALMBAK*
Liberia International Shipping & Corporate Registry
jorgen.palmbak@liscr.com

ORGANIZACIONES INTERNACIONALES – INTERNACIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
GERARD DINARDO
ISC
gerard.dinardo@noaa.gov

ORGANIZACIONES NO GUBERNAMENTALES – NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
NICOLE BEETLE
World Wildlife Fund
nicole.beetle@wwfus.org
MAXIMILIANO BELLO
The Pew Charitable Trusts
mbello@pewtrusts.org
JAMES GIBBON
The Pew Charitable Trusts
sniave@pewtrusts.org
PABLO GUERRERO
World Wildlife Fund
pablo.guerrero@wwf.org.ec

VISHWANIE MAHARAJ
World Wildlife Fund
vishwanie.maharaj@wwfus.org
GALA MORENO
International Seafood Sustainability Foundation
gmoreno@iss-foundation.org
AIKO YAMAUCHI
World Wildlife Fund
ayamauchi@wwf.or.jp

SECRETARÍA – SECRETARIAT
GUILLERMO COMPEÁN, Director
gcompean@iattc.org
MARISOL AGUILAR
maguilar@iattc.org
ERNESTO ALTAMIRANO
ealtamirano@iattc.org
RICARDO BELMONTES
rbelmontes@iattc.org
ALEXANDRE DA SILVA
adasilva@iattc.org
MONICA GALVÁN
mgalvan@iattc.org
SHANE GRIFFITHS
sgriffiths@iattc.org
MARTIN HALL
mhall@iattc.org
CLERIDY LENNERT
clennert@iattc.org
MILTON LÓPEZ
mlopez@iattc.org

JOYDELEE MARROW
jmarrow@iattc.org
MARK MAUNDER
mmaunder@iattc.org
CAROLINA MINTE VERA
cminte@iattc.org
JEFF MORGAN
jmorgan@iattc.org
JEAN-FRANCOIS PULVENIS
jpulvenis@iattc.org
MARLON ROMÁN
mroman@iattc.org
SONIA SALAVERRÍA
ssalaverria@iattc.org
MICHAEL SCOTT
mscott@iattc.org
NICHOLAS WEBB
nwebb@iattc.org
BRAD WILEY
bwiley@iattc.org

*Head of Delegation-Jefe de Delegación
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Appendix 2.

INTER-AMERICAN TROPICAL TUNA COMMISSION

90TH MEETING (RESUMED)
La Jolla, California (USA)
12-14 October 2016

RESOLUTION C-16-08
MEASURES FOR THE CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT OF
PACIFIC BLUEFIN TUNA IN THE EASTERN PACIFIC OCEAN
The Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC), gathered in La Jolla, California (USA), on the
occasion of its 90th Meeting:
Taking into account that the stock of Pacific bluefin tuna is caught in both the Western and Central Pacific
Ocean (WCPO) and the Eastern Pacific Ocean (EPO);
Recognizing with concern that the latest stock assessment of 2016 by the International Scientific Committee for Tuna and Tuna-like Species in the North Pacific Ocean (ISC) shows the following:
●

Although the spawning stock biomass (SSB) appears to have grown slightly in the last few
years, SSB remains near the historic low point (ratio of SSB in 2014 relative to the theoretical
unfished SSB(SSB2014/SSBF=0, the depletion ratio) estimated in this assessment is 2.6%) and is
experiencing exploitation rates above all biological reference points except for FMED and Floss;

●

The projection results indicate that the probability of SSB recovering to 41,000 mt (approximately SSBmed,1952-2014 as calculated in the 2016 ISC stock assessment) is 61.5% if low recruitment scenario is assumed and the catch and effort limits in Western and Central Pacific Fisheries
Commission (WCPFC) CMM 2015-04 and IATTC Resolution C-14-06 continue in force and
are fully implemented;

●

The 2014 estimated recruitment was relatively low, and the average recruitment for the last five
years may have been below the historical average;

●

Further substantial reductions in fishing mortality and catch over the whole range of ages should
be considered in both Commissions to reduce the risk of the SSB falling below its historically
lowest levels; and,

●

The weight threshold in the WCPFC CMM needs to be increased to 85 kg (weight of age 5) if
the intent is to reduce catches on all juveniles according to maturity ogive in the assessment.

Taking into consideration that IATTC Members, through resolutions and voluntary actions, have since
2012 effected 40% reductions in the catch of bluefin tuna across the entire range of age classes available
in the EPO with the objective of urging comparable conservation actions in the WCPO fishery, but, in
the view of IATTC Members, without the actions sought by the IATTC having been taken by the
WCPFC.
Noting that in 2016 the IATTC Scientific Staff recommended extending the measures established in the
current resolution [Resolution C-14-06] for two more years and we encourage the WCPFC to adopt additional measures to reduce the catch of adults to in order to reduce the immediate risk of low spawner
abundance on recruitment;
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Recognizing the last recommendation of the Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC-7) derived from its
last meeting in May 2016, in which there was consensus to support the recommendation of the 2016
IATTC Scientific Staff on Pacific bluefin tuna;
Recalling that Article VII, paragraph 1(c) of the Antigua Convention provides that the Commission shall
“adopt measures that are based on the best scientific evidence available to ensure the long-term conservation and sustainable use of the fish stocks covered by this Convention and to maintain or restore the
populations of harvested species at levels of abundance which can produce the maximum sustainable
yield...”;
Affirming that it is necessary to adopt compatible and effective management measures in both Commissions (IATTC and WCPFC), which have the responsibility and competence over this resource in order
to reduce fishing mortality throughout the range of the Pacific bluefin tuna resource to contribute to the
rebuilding of the stock;
Recalling the outcomes of the first Joint IATTC-WCPFC Northern Committee (NC) Working Group
meeting held August 29 – September 2, 2016, in Fukuoka, Japan, including participants’ support for the
continuation of the current IATTC Resolution C-14-06 for 2 years;
Putting on record again that greater than 84% of the fisheries impacts on the spawning stock biomass of
Pacific bluefin tuna results from WCPO fisheries, and urging joint action with the WCPFC;
Noting a request by IATTC Members, consistent with IATTC-90-04d, Recommendations by the Staff for
Conservation Measures in the Eastern Pacific Ocean, 2016, requiring greater reductions in juvenile
catches in the western Pacific by WCPO fisheries and additional measures to reduce the catch of adults
to in order to reduce the immediate risk of low spawner abundance on recruitment;
Noting also that other IATTC Members did not support the above request, while still believing that further reduction of catch should be implemented by both Commissions;
Highlighting concerns that measures adopted in the EPO alone will not fulfill the objective of this resolution if effective and substantial measures are not taken for all fisheries involved by both Commissions;
Recognizing the need for a basin-wide rebuilding plan for Pacific bluefin and a precautionary long-term
management framework for the stock and associated fisheries;
Urging all IATTC Members and Cooperating non-Members (CPCs) involved in this fishery to participate
in a fair and equitable manner, and without exceptions, in the discussion and adoption of conservation
measures applicable to the stock throughout its entire range;
Mindful that these measures are intended as an interim step towards assuring sustainability of the Pacific
bluefin tuna resource, consistent with the precautionary approach, and that future conservation measures
should be based not only on these interim measures, but also on the development of future scientific information and advice of the ISC and the IATTC scientific staff;
Noting that the IATTC has adopted mandatory conservation and management measures for Pacific bluefin
tuna for 2012-2016, and that the measures resulted in reducing catches in the EPO;
Recalling that the Commission has adopted interim limit and target reference points for tropical tunas, but
not for Pacific bluefin, and the IATTC Scientific Staff in 2014 recommended the adoption of BMSY and
FMSY as interim target reference points for Pacific bluefin tuna (Document IATTC-87-03d);
Noting that the WCPFC has adopted an interim rebuilding target, and a workplan for establishment of a
precautionary-approach based management framework, including: (1) recommend appropriate reference
points; (2) agreeing in advance to actions that will be taken in the event each of the particular limit reference point is breached (decision rules); (3) recommend any changes to the rebuilding program and CMM;
Also noting that the initial rebuilding target adopted by WCPFC, the historical median of SSB of 42,592 t
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in ISC’s 2016 stock assessment, is equivalent to a depletion ratio around 6% as calculated in the 2016 ISC
Stock Assessment, which is below the interimlimit reference point adopted for other tunas in the EPO and
below the interim limit reference point for Pacific bluefin tuna recommended by the IATTC scientific staff;
Desirous that combined conservation and management measures by the WCPFC and the IATTC, together
with other voluntary measures aimed at controlling fishing mortality, should be implemented to better the
condition of the Pacific bluefin tuna stock; and,
Considering the recommendations made by the Seventh Meeting of the Scientific Advisory Committee,
which recommended strengthening scientific cooperation with the WCPFC and promotion of the adoption
of harmonized conservation measures for bluefin and bigeye tunas in both organizations;
Resolves as follows:
Part I. Long-term Management Framework

1

1.

The Commission recognizes that the management objective of the IATTC is to maintain or restore
fish stocks at levels capable of producing MSY, and shall implement a provisional rebuilding plan
in part by adopting an initial (first) rebuilding target of SSB med,1952-2014 (the median point estimate
for 1952-2014) to be achieved by 2024 with at least 60% probability. The Commission shall do so
by adopting catch limits and other necessary management measures that, based on information provided by the IATTC Scientific Staff, the SAC recommendations and the ISC, are expected to
achieve the rebuilding target, while also recognizing the need for compatible and comparable
measures and goals in both the IATTC and WCPFC. Implementation and progress of this plan shall
be reviewed based, in part, on updates of stock assessments and SSB projections to be conducted
by ISC in 2018 and IATTC scientific staff advice; management measures shall be modified, if necessary, based on the review.

2.

In 2018 and taking into account the outcomes of the 2nd IATTC-WCPFC NC Joint Working Group
Meeting expected to be held in 2017, the Commission shall adopt a second rebuilding target, to be
achieved by 2030.

3.

No later than the IATTC meeting in 2018, taking into account the outcomes of the the Joint IATTCWCPFC NC Working Group, the Commission shall consider and develop reference points and harvest control rules for the long-term management of Pacific bluefin tuna, which should be comparable to those adopted by the WCPFC.

4.

The decisions made in respect to Paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 of Part I shall be designed so as to conserve
and recover the Pacific bluefin tuna stock, and be comparable or preferably the same to those made
by the WCPFC. This cooperative process should be informed by the Joint IATTC-WCPFC NC
Working Group, which may include the results of harvest scenarios to be evaluated by the ISC, as
agreed to at the first Joint IATTC-WCPFC NC Working Group meeting that convened on August
29-September 2, 2016. 1 Additionally, the effectiveness of the decisions made with respect to Paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 of Part I shall be evaluated by the ISC, IATTC Scientific Staff, and SAC when
new stock assessment or management strategy evaluation results become available.

5.

To enhance the effectiveness of this resolution and Pacific-wide progress towards rebuilding the
Pacific bluefin tuna stock, CPCs are encouraged to communicate with and, if appropriate, work with
the concerned WCPFC members bilaterally.

6.

CPCs shall, wherever possible and to the extent practicable, work bilaterally and/or multilaterally
towards ensuring the objectives and timelines in this resolution are successfully achieved.

See the Summary Report of the 12th Regular Session of the Northern Committee for a summary of the 1st Joint
IATTC – WCPFC NC Working Group Meeting: https://www.wcpfc.int/meetings/12th-regular-session-northerncommittee
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7.

CPCs shall continue to cooperate to develop a catch documentation scheme (CDS) for Pacific bluefin tuna that is, if possible, electronic. The decisions related to a CDS for Pacific bluefin tuna, specifically, should be informed, in part, by the Joint IATTC-WCPFC NC Working Group meetings.

Part II. Management Measures for 2017-2018
1.

Each CPC shall report sport fishery catches of Pacific bluefin tuna semi-annually to the Director.
CPCs shall continue their current management of sport fisheries taken in accordance with paragraph
5 of Resolution C-14-06.

2.

During 2017 and 2018, in the IATTC Convention Area, total commercial catches of Pacific bluefin
tuna by all CPCs shall not exceed 6,600 metric tons, for an effective maximum annual catch rate of
3,300 metric tons per year by all CPCs combined. No CPC shall exceed 3,500 metric tons in 2017.
In the event that the total actual catch in 2017 is either above or below 3,300 metric tons, the catch
limit for 2018 shall be adjusted accordingly to ensure that the total catch for both years does not
exceed 6,600 metric tons.

3.

Any CPC other than Mexico with historical commercial catches of Pacific bluefin tuna in the Convention Area may catch 600 metric tons of Pacific bluefin in 2017 and 2018, combined, but not
exceeding 425 tons in any year. Any catches under this paragraph count against the catch limit
referenced in paragraph 2 of Part II (6,600mt).

4.

CPCs should endeavor to manage catches by vessels under their respective national jurisdictions in
such a manner and through such mechanisms as might be applied, with the objective of reducing
the proportion of fish of less than 30 kg in the catch toward 50% of total catch, taking into consideration the scientific advice of the ISC and the IATTC staff. At the annual meeting of the IATTC
in 2018, the scientific staff shall present the actual results of the 2017 fishing season in this regard
for the Commission’s review. CPCs shall take the necessary measures to ensure that the catch limits
specified in paragraphs 2 and 3 of Part II are not exceeded in 2017 and 2018.

5.

Each CPC shall report its catches to the Director in a timely fashion, weekly, after 50% of its catch
limit is reached. The Director will send a first notice to the CPCs when 50% of the effective maximum annual catch rate of 3,300 mt is reached. He will likewise send similar notices when 60%,
70%, and 80% of the limit quota is reached. When 90% is reached, the Director will send the corresponding notice to all CPCs, with a projection of when the limit quota established in paragraph 2
of Part II will be reached, and the CPCs will take the necessary internal measures to avoid exceeding
the limit.

6.

In 2018, the IATTC Scientific Staff shall present an assessment of the effectiveness of this resolution also taking into consideration the results of the ISC’s latest Pacific bluefin tuna stock assessment, and conservation and management measures for Pacific bluefin tuna adopted by the WCPFC.
The Commission shall consider new management measures for 2019 and, possibly, beyond based
on the results of the assessment.
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Appendix 3. PROPOSALS
Appendix 3a

INTER-AMERICAN TROPICAL TUNA COMMISSION

90TH MEETING (RESUMED)
La Jolla, California (USA)
12-14 October 2016

PROPOSAL IATTC-90 B-1A
SUBMITTED BY THE EUROPEAN UNION
IATTC RESOLUTION FOR AN IATTC SCHEME FOR MINIMUM
STANDARDS FOR INSPECTION IN PORT
EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM
Goal: this Resolution is intended to fight against IUU fishing and contribute to the long-term conservation
and sustainable use of living marine resources in the IATTC Convention Area through strengthened,
harmonized and transparent minimum standards for inspections.
In line with similar proposals adopted by other RFMOs, the most essential elements of the proposal is the
inspection of vessels, designation of ports, prior notifications and reporting of possible infringements. It is
therefore more in line with the requests from developing coastal CPCs as it also includes a number of
simplified provisions in order to facilitate consensus at the IATTC.
In addition to that, it will be the first ever port inspection measure adopted by IATTC. Therefore it will
ensure consistency with management measures taken in other RFMOs and improve the results of the
measures aimed towards conservation of tuna and tuna-like species in the Eastern Pacific Ocean. This will
contribute to more responsible management of the stocks under the IATTC’s mandate.
The Inter–American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC)
DEEPLY CONCERNED that illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing has a detrimental effect upon fish
stocks, marine ecosystems and the livelihoods of legitimate fishers in particular in developing States,
CONSCIOUS of the role of the port State in the adoption of effective measures to promote the sustainable
use and the long-term conservation of living marine resources,
RECALLING that under the 1995 FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries, the right to fish carries
with it the obligation to do so in a responsible manner so as to ensure effective conservation and
management of living aquatic resources,
RECOGNIZING that measures to combat illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing should build on the
primary responsibility of flag States and use all available jurisdiction in accordance with international law,
including minimum standards for inspection in port, coastal State measures, and measures to ensure that
nationals do not support or engage in illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing,
RECOGNIZING that minimum standards for inspections in port provide a powerful and cost-effective
means of preventing, deterring and eliminating illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing,
AWARE of the need for increasing coordination at the regional and interregional levels to combat illegal,
unreported and unregulated fishing through minimum standards for inspection in port, and
RECALLING the relevant provisions the Agreement to Promote Compliance with International
Conservation and Management Measures by Fishing Vessels on the High Seas of 24 November 1993, the
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1995 FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries, and other relevant international law,
Agrees as follows:
Assessment in Anticipation of Implementation
1. Following the adoption of this Resolution, the IATTC Secretariat will identify the needs of developing
CPCs related to the implementation of this Resolution; to present options and facilities for capacity
building for those CPCs that might require and desire such assistance; to identify and assess any other
barriers to effective full implementation; and to develop solutions to any such barriers.
2. This assessment will be accomplished through consultations, through questionnaires sent to all
developing CPCs as set forth in Annex 2, and through any other available information.
3. Within 60 days following the deadline for receipt of the completed questionnaires, the Secretariat shall
provide all CPCs with a report summarizing the responses, identifying any developing CPCs that may
not have responded, and providing a detailed description of identified barriers to implementation.
4. The Commission, at its annual meeting in 2017, shall review the assessment report of the Secretariat
and any individual reports from developing CPCs, as provided in paragraph 32.
Scope
5. Nothing in this Resolution shall prejudice the rights, jurisdiction and duties of Members and
Cooperating Non-Members of the Commission (hereinafter referred to as “CPCs”) under international
law. In particular, nothing in this Resolution shall be construed to affect the exercise by CPCs of their
authority over their ports in accordance with international law, including their right to deny entry thereto
as well as to adopt more stringent measures than those provided for in this Resolution.
This Resolution shall be interpreted and applied in conformity with international law, taking into
account applicable international rules and standards, including those established through the
International Maritime Organization, as well as other international instruments.
6. CPCs shall fulfill in good faith any obligations ultimately assumed pursuant to this Resolution and shall
exercise the rights recognized herein in a manner that would not constitute an abuse of right.
7. With a view to monitoring compliance with IATTC Resolutions, each CPC, in its capacity as a port
CPC, shall apply this Resolution for an effective scheme of port inspections in respect of foreign fishing
vessels carrying IATTC-managed species caught in the IATTC Convention Area (Convention Area)
and/or fish products originating from such species caught in the Convention Area that have not been
previously landed or transhipped at port, hereinafter referred to as "foreign fishing vessels".
8. A CPC may, in its capacity as a port CPC, decide not to apply this Resolution to foreign fishing vessels
chartered by its nationals operating under its authority and returning to its ports. Such chartered fishing
vessels shall be subject to measures by the CPC which are as effective as measures applied in relation
to vessels entitled to fly its flag.
9. Without prejudice to specifically applicable provisions of other IATTC Resolutions, and except as
otherwise provided in this Resolution, this Resolution shall apply to foreign fishing vessels equal to or
greater than 20 meters in length overall.
10. Each CPC shall subject foreign fishing vessels below 20 meters length overall, foreign fishing vessels
operating under charter as referred to under paragraph 8, and fishing vessels entitled to fly its flag to
measures that are at least as effective in combating Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) 2 fishing
as measures applied to vessels referred to in paragraph 9.
11. CPCs shall take necessary action to inform fishing vessels entitled to fly their flag of this and other
2

IUU fishing refers to illegal, unreported or unregulated fishing activities as defined in Annex 1.
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relevant IATTC Resolutions.
Points of Contact
12. Each CPC wishing to grant access to its ports to foreign fishing vessels shall designate a point of contact
for the purposes of receiving notifications pursuant to paragraph 18. Each CPC shall designate a point
of contact for the purpose of receiving inspection reports pursuant to paragraph 28(b) of this Resolution.
It shall transmit the name and contact information for its points of contact to the IATTC Director no
later than 30 days following the entry into force of this Resolution. Any subsequent changes shall be
notified to the IATTC Director at least 7 days before such changes take effect. The IATTC Director
shall promptly notify CPCs of any such change.
13. The IATTC Director shall establish and maintain a register of points of contact based on the lists
submitted by the CPCs. The register and any subsequent changes shall be published promptly on the
IATTC website.
Designated ports
14. Each CPC wishing to grant access to its ports to foreign fishing vessels shall designate its ports to which
foreign fishing vessels may request entry pursuant to this Resolution.
15. Each CPC wishing to grant access to its ports to foreign fishing vessels shall ensure that it has sufficient
capacity to conduct inspections in every designated port pursuant to this Resolution to the greatest
extent possible.
16. Each CPC wishing to grant access to its ports to foreign fishing vessels shall provide to the IATTC
Director within 30 days from the date of entry into force of this Resolution a list of designated ports.
Any subsequent changes to this list shall be notified to the IATTC Director at least 14 days before the
change takes effect.
17. The IATTC Director shall establish and maintain a register of designated ports based on the lists
submitted by the port CPCs. The register and any subsequent change shall be published promptly on
the IATTC website.
Prior notification
18. Each port CPC wishing to grant access to its ports to foreign fishing vessels shall, except as provided
under paragraph 19 of this Resolution, require foreign fishing vessels seeking to use its ports for the
purpose of landing and/or transshipment to provide, at least 48 hours before the estimated time of arrival
at the port, the following information:
a) Vessel identification (External identification, Name, Flag CPC, IMO No, if any, and IRCS);
b) Name of the designated port, as referred to in the IATTC register, to which it seeks entry and the
purpose of the port call (landing and/or transshipment);
c) Fishing authorization or, where appropriate, any other authorization held by the vessel to support
fishing operations on IATTC-managed species and/or fish products originating from such species,
or to transship related fishery products;
d) Estimated date and time of arrival in port;
e) The estimated quantities in kilograms of each IATTC-managed species and/or fish products originating from such species held on board, with associated catch areas. If no IATTC species and/or
fish products originating from such species are held on board, a 'nil' report shall be transmitted;
f) The estimated quantities for each IATTC-managed species and/or fish products originating from
such species in kilograms to be landed or transshipped, with associated catch areas.
The port CPC may also request other information as it may require to determine whether the vessel has
engaged in IUU fishing, or related activities.
19. The port CPC may prescribe a longer or shorter notification period than specified in paragraph 18,
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taking into account, inter alia, the type of fishery product, the distance between the fishing grounds and
its ports. In such a case, the port CPC shall inform the IATTC Director, who shall publish the
information promptly on the IATTC website.
20. After receiving the relevant information pursuant to paragraph 18, as well as such other information as
it may require to determine whether the foreign fishing vessel requesting entry into its port has engaged
in IUU fishing, the port CPC shall decide whether to authorize or deny the entry of the vessel into its
port. In case the port CPC decides to authorize the entry of the vessel into its port, the following
provisions on port inspection shall apply.
Port inspections
21. Inspections shall be carried out by the competent authority of the port CPC.
22. Each year CPCs shall inspect at least 5% of landing and transshipment operations in their designated
ports as are made by foreign fishing vessels.
23. The Port CPC shall, in accordance with its domestic law, take the following, inter alia, into account
when determining which foreign vessels to inspect:
a) Whether a vessel has failed to provide complete information as required in paragraph 18;
b) Requests from other CPCs or relevant regional fisheries management organizations (RFMOs) that
a particular vessel be inspected, particularly where such requests are supported by evidence of
IUU fishing by the vessel in question;
c) Whether clear grounds exist for suspecting that a vessel has engaged in IUU fishing, including
information derived from RFMOs.
Inspection procedure
24. Each inspector shall carry a document of identity issued by the port CPC. In accordance with domestic
laws, port CPC inspectors may examine all relevant areas, decks and rooms of the fishing vessel,
catches processed or otherwise, nets or other fishing gears, equipment both technical and electronic,
records of transmissions and any relevant documents, including fishing logbooks, Cargo Manifests and
Mates Receipts and landing declarations in case of transshipment, which they deem necessary to ensure
compliance with the IATTC Resolutions. They may take copies of any documents considered relevant,
and they may also question the Master and any other person on the vessel being inspected.
25. Inspections shall involve the monitoring of the landing or transshipment and include a cross-check
between the quantities by species notified in the prior notification message in paragraph 18 and the
quantities which are landed, transhipped or held on board by the vessels. Inspections shall be carried
out in such a way that the fishing vessel suffers the minimum interference and inconvenience, and that
degradation of the quality of the catch is avoided to the extent practicable.
26. On completion of the inspection, the port CPC inspector shall provide the Master of the foreign fishing
vessel with the inspection report containing the findings of the inspection, including possible
subsequent measures that could be taken by the competent authority of the CPC. The inspector shall
sign the report. The Master shall be given the opportunity to add any comments or objection to the
report, to contact the competent authority of the flag CPC. A copy of the report shall be provided to the
Master.
27. The port CPC shall transmit a copy of the inspection report electronically or by other means to the flag
CPC point of contact and the IATTC Director no later than 14 days following the date of completion
of the inspection. If the inspection report cannot be transmitted within 14 days, the port CPC should
notify the IATTC Director within the 14 day time period the reasons for the delay and when the report
will be submitted.
28. Flag CPCs shall take necessary action to ensure that Masters facilitate safe access to the fishing vessel,
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cooperate with the competent authority of the port CPC, facilitate the inspection and communication
and not obstruct, intimidate or interfere, or cause other persons to obstruct, intimidate or interfere with
port CPC inspectors in the execution of their duties.
Procedure in the event of infringements
29. If the information collected during the inspection provides evidence that a foreign fishing vessel has
committed an infringement of the IATTC Resolutions, the inspector shall:
a) record the infringement in the inspection report;
b) transmit the inspection report to the port CPC competent authority, which shall promptly forward
a copy to the IATTC Director and to the flag CPC point of contact;
c) to the extent practicable, ensure safekeeping of the evidence pertaining to such alleged infringement.
30. If the infringement falls within the legal jurisdiction of the port CPC, the port CPC may take action in
accordance with its domestic laws. The port CPC shall promptly notify the action taken to the competent
authority of the flag CPC and to the IATTC Director, who shall promptly publish this information in a
secured part of the IATTC website.
31. Infringements that do not fall within the jurisdiction of the port CPC, and infringements referred to in
paragraph 29 for which the port CPC has not taken action, shall be referred to the flag State and, as
appropriate, the relevant coastal State. Upon receiving the copy of the inspection report, the flag CPC
shall promptly investigate the alleged infringement and notify the IATTC Director of the status of the
investigation and of any enforcement action that may have been taken within 6 months of such receipt.
If the flag CPC cannot provide the IATTC Director this status report within 6 months of such receipt,
the flag CPC should notify the IATTC within the 6 month time period the reasons for the delay and
when the status report will be submitted. The IATTC Director shall promptly publish this information
in a secured part of the IATTC website. CPCs shall include in their Compliance questionnaire
information regarding the status of such investigations.
32. Should the inspection provide evidence that the inspected vessel has engaged in IUU activities as
referred to in Resolution C-05-07, the port CPC shall promptly report the case to the flag CPC and
notify as soon as possible the IATTC Director, along with its supporting evidence.
Requirements of developing CPCs
33. On the basis of the outcome of the assessment exercise set forth in Annex 2 and in paragraphs 1 to3,
developing CPCs requiring assistance shall submit a plan of action for the implementation of this
Resolution. CPCs shall give full recognition to the special requirements of developing CPCs in relation
to a port inspection scheme consistent with this Resolution. As of 1 January 2018, and following the
result of the assessment of needs, the Special Sustainable Development Fund established by Resolution
C-14-03, either directly or through supplementary voluntary contributions from CPCs, shall provide
assistance to developing CPCs in order to, inter alia:
a) Develop their capacity including by providing technical assistance and establishing an appropriate funding mechanism to support and strengthen the development and implementation of an effective system of port inspection at national, regional or international levels and to ensure that
adisproportionate burden resulting from the implementation of this Resolution is not unnecessarily transferred to them and
b) Facilitate their participation in meetings and/or training programmes of relevant regional and international organizations that promote the effective development and implementation of a system
of port inspection, including monitoring, control and surveillance, enforcement and legal proceedings for infractions and dispute settlements pursuant to this Resolution.
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General provisions
34. CPCs are encouraged to enter into bilateral agreements/arrangements that allow for an inspector
exchange program designed to promote cooperation, share information, and educate each party's
inspectors on inspection strategies and methodologies which promote compliance with IATTC
Resolutions. A description of such programs should be provided to the IATTC Director which should
publish it on the IATTC website.
35. Without prejudice to the domestic laws of the port CPC, the flag CPC may, in the case of appropriate
bilateral agreements or arrangements with the port CPC or at the invitation of that CPC, send its own
officials to accompany the inspectors of the port CPC and observe or take part in the inspection of its
vessel.
36. Flag CPCs shall consider and act on reports of infringements from inspectors of a port CPC on a similar
basis as the reports from their own inspectors, in accordance with their domestic laws. CPCs
shallcooperate, in accordance with their domestic laws, in order to facilitate judicial or other
proceedings arising from inspection reports as set out in this Resolution.
37. The IATTC Director shall develop model formats for prior notification reports and inspection reports
required under this Resolution, taking into account forms adopted in other relevant instruments, such
as international organisations and other RFMOs, for consideration at the 2017 Annual Meeting of the
Commission.
38. The Commission shall review this Resolution no later than its 2020 Annual Meeting and, if appropriate,
taking into account developments in other RFMOs and/or international foraand consider revisions to
improve its effectiveness. The Secretariat will report annually on the implementation of this measure.
39. This Resolution shall enter into force on January 1, 2020.
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ANNEX 1
As defined by FAO in the International Plan of Action to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported
and Unregulated Fishing, IUU fishing means:
Illegal fishing refers to fishing activities:
(1) conducted by national or foreign vessels in waters under the jurisdiction of a State, without the
permission of that State, or in contravention of its laws and regulations;
(2) conducted by vessels flying the flag of States that are parties to a relevant regional fisheries management organization but operate in contravention of the conservation and management measures
adopted by that organization and by which the States are bound, or relevant provisions of the applicable international law; or
(3) in violation of national laws or international obligations, including those undertaken by cooperating States to a relevant regional fisheries management organization.
Unreported fishing refers to fishing activities:
(1) which have not been reported, or have been misreported, to the relevant national authority, in
contravention of national laws and regulations; or
(2) undertaken in the area of competence of a relevant regional fisheries management organization
which have not been reported or have been misreported, in contravention of the reporting procedures of that organization.
Unregulated fishing refers to fishing activities:
(1) in the area of application of a relevant regional fisheries management organization that are conducted by vessels without nationality, or by those flying the flag of a State not party to that organization, or by a fishing entity, in a manner that is not consistent with or contravenes the conservation and management measures of that organization; or
(2) in areas or for fish stocks in relation to which there are no applicable conservation or management
measures and where such fishing activities are conducted in a manner inconsistent with State responsibilities for the conservation of living marine resources under international law.
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ANNEX 2
Assessment of Capacity to Implement
The Secretariat shall, within 30 days following adoption of this Resolution, transmit to all developing
CPCs an assessment questionnaire designed to assess, for each obligation anticipated under this resolution, the extent to which each CPC:
1. Is already applying a particular obligation within laws and/or regulations;
2. For each obligation not already applied, the capacity of each CPC to implement it and the approximate time that will be required to do so;
3. For each obligation that a CPC deems inapplicable or unimplementable, request that the CPC provide the reasons for that determination.
The assessment questionnaire shall include the following obligations envisioned in this Resolution, inter
alia:
1. The ability of the CPC to designate specific port(s) which foreign vessels may enter;
2. The capacity of the CPC to inspect at least 5% of foreign vessels entering the designated ports;
3. The capacity of the CPC to designate and empower a competent national authority to receive and
process “Prior Notification” information as required in paragraph 18 from inbound foreign vessels;
4. The capacity under national laws of a CPC to empower inspectors to execute the “Inspection Procedures” in paragraphs 23 to 27;
5. The capacity of the CPC to implement the “Procedure in the event of infringement” set forth in
paragraphs 28 to 31;
6. The specific needs identified by the CPC for assistance in the areas of capacity building
Developing CPCs shall respond in full to the Assessment Questionnaire to the Secretariat within 90 days
of receipt.
Within 60 days following the deadline for receipt of the completed questionnaires, the Secretariat shall
provide all CPCs with a report summarizing the responses, identifying any developing CPCs that may not
have responded, and providing a detailed description of identified barriers to implementation.
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Appendix 3b

INTER-AMERICAN TROPICAL TUNA COMMISSION

90TH MEETING (RESUMED)
La Jolla, California (USA)
12-14 October 2016

PROPOSAL IATTC-90 D-1A
SUBMITTED BY ECUADOR
DRAFT RESOLUTION ON THE PERMISSIBILITY OF DISCARDS
The Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC), gathered in la Jolla, California (USA) on the
occasion of the 90th Meeting:
Considering that the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) published in January 2011
the International Guidelines on Bycatch Management and Reduction of Discards, advising regional
fisheries management organizations (RFMOs) to recognise the importance of resolving the problems
related to bycatches and to collaborate with the other RFMOs to address matters of common interest;
Aware that in many cases the size of the fish caught is less than the minimum catch size, and that their
capture implies an effect on the stocks of tuna species that are fished in the Eastern Pacific Ocean (EPO);
Aware that if the catch of juvenile tunas persists, the sustainability of the resources could be adversely
affected;
Aware that, during the catching of tunas, they become entangled in the nets, which affects the quality of
fish that goes into the wells;
Recognising the importance of Recommendation 11-10 of the International Commission for the
Conservation of Atlantic Tuna (ICCAT) on the collection of information and the harmonisation of data on
bycatch species and discards in ICCAT fisheries for the stocks of tunas in the region and the stocks of
highly migratory tunas;
Responding to the recommendations of the CPCs, which includes the need for all CPCs to collect and
provide to the Director data on discards or bycatch species;
RESOLVES:
For tropical tunas (skipjack, yellowfin, and bigeye) caught by purse-seine vessels:
1. To establish a system for collecting information on discards of tropical tunas in the purse-seine fishery.
2. The observers aboard purse-seine vessels shall collect information on any discarded tropical tunas and
report it on a form to be developed by the Secretariat for this purpose, describing the amount, size, and
status of the discarded fish, as well as the reasons why it was discarded.
3. The information generated shall be evaluated by the scientific staff of the Commission for the impacts
of discards on the stocks, and the results shall be presented at the meeting of the Scientific Advisory
Committee (SAC) in 2017.
4. On the basis of this evaluation, the SAC and Commission will review the retention requirements of
Resolution C-13-01 or the Resolution that replaces it in 2016.
5. Until the meeting of the Scientific Advisory Committee in 2017, paragraph 17 of Resolution C-13-01
is suspended, and a discard percentage of between 0.5% and 1% of the total catch per trip will be
allowed.
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Appendix 3c

INTER-AMERICAN TROPICAL TUNA
COMMISSION 90TH MEETING (RESUMED)
La Jolla, California(USA)
12-14 October 2016

PROPO
M TTED

TTCTH

G1D T

MULTIANNUAL PROGRAM FOR THE CONSERVATION OF
TUNA IN THE EASTERN PACIFIC OCEAN DURING 2017-2019
The Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC), gathered in La Jolla, California
(USA), on the occasion of its 90th Meeting:
Aware of its responsibility for the scientific study of the tunas and tuna-like species in its Convention Area and for formulating recommendations to its Members and Cooperating non-Members
(CPCs) with regard to these resources;
Recognizing that the potential production from the resource can be reduced if fishing effort is excessive;
Aware that the capacity of the purse-seine fleets fishing for tunas in the Convention Area continues
to increase;
Taking into account the best scientific information available, reflected in the IATTC staff’s recommendations, and the precautionary approach;
Understanding that those include extending the closure for large purse-seine vessels to maintain
the populations at levels of abundance which can produce the maximum sustainable yield; and
Recognizing the importance of conservation measures taken by the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission (WCPFC) for the tuna stocks in that region and the stocks of highly migratory
tunas in the Pacific Ocean;

Agrees:
To apply in the Convention Area the conservation and management measures for yellowfin and
bigeye tuna set out below, and requests that the staff of the IATTC monitor the fishing activities of
the respective CPC’s flag vessels relative to this commitment, and report on such activities at
the next meeting of the Commission;
1. These measures are applicable in the years 2017-2019 to all CPCs’ purse-seine vessels of
IATTC capacity classes 4 to 6 (more than 182 metric tons carrying capacity), and to all their
longline vessels over 24 meters length overall, that fish for yellowfin, bigeye and skipjack
tunas in the Convention Area.
2. Pole-and-line, troll, and sportfishing vessels, and purse-seine vessels of IATTC capacity
classes 1-3 (182 metric tons carrying capacity or less) are not subject to these measures.
3. All purse-seine vessels covered by these measures must stop fishing in the Convention Area
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for a period of [87] [70] [62] days in 2017[87] [70] [62] days in 2018, and [87] [70] [62]
days in 2019. These closures shall be effected in one of two periods in each year as follows:
2017 – from [ ] to [ ], or from [ ] to [ ] 2018.
2018 – from [ ] to [ ], or from [ ] to [ ] 2019.
2019 – from [ ] to [ ], or from [ ] to [ ] 2020.
4. All purse seine vessels of class 6 that target adult yellowfin tuna (that have DMLs) must stop
fishing in the Convention Area for an additional 8 days contiguous with the closure periods of
paragraph 3.
5. IATTC class 6 purse seine vessels shall limit their combined catches of bigeye and yellowfin
tuna in sets on floating objects to an annual rate of no more than 1.0 mt/m3 of vessel capacity,
or a number to be determined by the Secretariat to maintain stocks at a sustainable level.
6. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 3, purse-seine vessels of IATTC capacity class 4
(between 182 and 272 metric tons carrying capacity) will be able to make only one single
fishing trip of up to 30 days duration during the specified closure periods, provided that any
such vessel carries an observer of the On-Board Observer Program of the Agreement on
the International Dolphin Conservation Program (AIDCP).
7. The fishery for yellowfin, bigeye, and skipjack tuna by purse-seine vessels within the area of
96° and 110°W and between 4°N and 3°S illustrated in Figure 1 shall be closed from
00:00 hours on 29 September to 24:00 hours on 29 October.

Figure 1. Closure area
8. a. In each one of the years in which these measures are applicable, and for each one of the
closure periods, each CPC shall notify the Director, by 15 July, the names of all the purseseine vessels that will observe each closure period.
b. Every vessel that fishes during 2017-2019, regardless of the flag under which it operates or
whether it changes flag or the jurisdiction of the CPC under which it fishes during the year,
must observe the closure period to which it was committed.
9. a. Notwithstanding the provision of subparagraphs 6a and 6b, a request by a CPC, on behalf
of any of its vessels, for an exemption due to force majeure 3 rendering said vessel unable to
3

For the purposes of paragraph 7, only cases of vessels disabled by mechanical and/or structural failure, fire, or explosion shall be considered force majeure
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b.

c.
d.
e.

proceed to sea outside said closure period during at least a period equivalent to the closure
period prescribed in paragraph 3 above or a vessel that was in port and not fishing for at least
120 consecutive days, shall be sent to the Secretariat.
In addition to the request for an exemption, the CPC shall send the evidence necessary to demonstrate that the vessel did not proceed to sea and that the facts on which the
request for exemption is based were due to force majeure or to being in port and not fishing
for at least 120 consecutive days.
The Director shall immediately send the request and the evidence electronically to the
other CPCs for their consideration, duly coded in order to maintain the anonymity of the
name, flag and owner of the vessel.
The request shall be considered accepted, unless an IATTC Member objects to it formally
within 15 calendar days of the receipt of said request, in which case the Director shall
immediately notify all CPCs of the objection.
If the request for exemption is accepted:
i.
the vessel shall observe a reduced closure period of 30 consecutive days in the
same year during which the force majeure event or at least 120 consecutive days in
port and not fishing occurred, in one of the two periods prescribed in paragraph 3, to
be immediately notified to the Director by the CPC, or
ii.
in the event said vessel has already observed a closure period prescribed in paragraph
3 in the same year during which the force majeure event or at least 120 consecutive
days in port and not fishing occurred, it shall observe a reduced closure period of 30
consecutive days the following year, in one of the two periods prescribed in paragraph
3, to be notified to the Director by the CPC no later than 15 July.
This exemption applies to the vessels of fleets that observe either of the closure periods prescribed in paragraph 3.

10. Each CPC shall, for purse-seine fisheries:
a. Before the date of entry into force of the closure, take the legal and administrative measures
necessary to implement the closure;
b. Inform all interested parties in its tuna industry of the closure;
c. Inform the Director that these steps have been taken;
d. Ensure that at the time a closure period begins, and for the entire duration of that period, all
the purse-seine vessels fishing for yellowfin, bigeye, or skipjack tunas that are committed to
observing that closure period and that fly its flag, or operate under its jurisdiction, in the
Convention Area are in port, except that vessels carrying an observer from the AIDCP OnBoard Observer Program may remain at sea, provided they do not fish in the Convention Area.
The only other exception to this provision shall be that vessels carrying an observer from
the AIDCP On- Board Observer Program may leave port during the closure, provided they
do not fish in the Convention Area.
11. China, Japan, Korea, and Chinese Taipei undertake to ensure that the total annual catches of
bigeye tuna by their longline vessels in the Convention Area during 2017-2019 do not exceed
the following levels:
2017-2019
China
Japan
Korea
Chinese Taipei

Metric tons
2,507
32,372
11,947
7,555
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12. For 2018 and 2019, the total annual longline catches of bigeye tuna in the Convention Area
shall be adjusted appropriately based on any conservation measures that may be adopted
for purse-seine vessels in those years, as ratified or adjusted in accordance with paragraph
20.
13. All other CPCs with historical catch undertake to ensure that the total annual catches of bigeye
tuna by their longline vessels in the Convention Area during 2017-2019 do not exceed the
greater of 750 metric tons or their respective catches of bigeye tuna in 20017,8. CPCs whose
annual catches have exceeded 500 metric tons shall provide monthly catch reports to the
Director for the remainder of that calendar year. For 2018 and 2019, the limits in this paragraph shall remain in effect if the conservation measures for purse-seine vessels are maintained, as ratified or adjusted in accordance with paragraph 20.
14. Overage by a CPC of a bigeye tuna annual catch limit listed in paragraph 9 or 11 shall be
deducted from that CPC’s annual catch limit the following year.
15. a. A CPC with an annual catch limit of bigeye tuna under paragraph 9 or 11 may transfer
part of that limit to one or more CPCs, provided that the CPC that receives the transfer also
has a catch limit under paragraphs 9 and 11, and that the total tonnage transferred by a
CPC during a year does not exceed [15] [30] percent of that CPC’s annual catch limit.
Both CPCs involved in a transfer shall, separately or jointly, notify the Director [10
days] in advance of the intended transfer, specifying the tonnage to be transferred and
the year in which the transfer will occur, and the Director shall promptly notify all
CPCs of the transfer. The CPC that receives the transferred catch limit shall be responsible
for its management, including monitoring and monthly reporting of catch, and may not
retransfer any or all of the transferred catch limit to another CPC.
b. Such transfers may not be used to retroactively offset an overage by another CPC of its
catch limit.
c. The amount of bigeye transferred in any one year shall be considered without prejudice by
the Commission for the purposes of establishing any future limits or allocations.
16. Landings and transshipments of tuna or tuna products that have been positively identified as
originating from fishing activities that contravene these measures are prohibited. The Director is requested to provide relevant information to CPCs to assist them in this regard.
17. Each CPC shall submit to the Director, by 15 July of each year, a national report on its updated
national compliance scheme and actions taken to implement these measures, including any
controls it has imposed on its fleets and any monitoring, control, and compliance measures it
has established to ensure compliance with such controls.
18. In order to evaluate progress towards the objectives of these measures, in 2018 and 2019 the
IATTC scientific staff will analyze the effects on the stocks of the implementation of these
measures, and previous conservation and management measures, and will propose, if necessary, appropriate measures to be applied in future years.
7

The Commission acknowledges that France, as a coastal State, is developing a tuna longline fleet on behalf of
its overseas territories situated in the Convention Area.
8
The Commission acknowledges that Peru, as a coastal State, will develop a tuna longline fleet, which will
operate
in strict compliance with the rules and provisions of the IATTC and in accordance with the resolutions of the
Commission.
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19. Subject to the availability of the necessary funding, the Director is requested to continue the
experiments with sorting grids for juvenile tunas and other species of non-target fish in the
purse- seine nets of vessels that fish on FADs and on unassociated schools, by developing an
experimental protocol, including parameters for the materials to be used for the sorting grids,
and the methods for their construction, installation, and deployment. The Director shall also
specify the methods and format for the collection of scientific data to be used for analysis
of the performance of the sorting grids. The foregoing is without prejudice to each CPC
carrying out its own experimental programs with sorting grids and presenting its results to
the Director.
20. For 2017, renew the program to require all purse-seine vessels to first retain on board and then
land all bigeye, skipjack, and yellowfin tuna caught, with the following three exceptions, allowing tropical tunas to be discarded if:
a. they are considered unfit for human consumption for reasons other than size (i.e. fish may
not be discarded simply because they are small and may therefore be of lower commercial
value. Size is not a reason fish are unfit for human consumption and therefore is not an
acceptable reason to allow discards).
b. they are caught in the final set of a trip, when there is insufficient well space remaining
to accommodate all the tuna caught in that set.
c. a serious equipment malfunction occurs that makes it impossible to load the catch into
the vessel’s wells.
At its annual meeting in 2018, the IATTC will review the results of the program, including compliance,
and decide whether to continue it.
21. The IATTC shall continue efforts to promote compatibility between the conservation and management measures adopted by the IATTC and WCPFC in their goals and effectiveness, especially in the overlap area, including by frequent consultations with the WCPFC, in order to
maintain, and inform their respective members of, a thorough understanding of conservation
and management measures directed at bigeye, yellowfin, and other tunas, and the scientific
bases and effectiveness of those measures.
22. a. In 2017 the results of these measures shall be evaluated in the context of the results of the
stock assessments and of changes in the level of active capacity in the purse-seine fleet and,
depending on the conclusions reached by the IATTC scientific staff, in consultation with the
Scientific Advisory Committee, based on such evaluation, the Commission shall, at its meeting
in 2017, adopt conservation and management measures for the sustainable use of tuna
and tuna-like species.
b. In 2018, the results of these measures shall be evaluated in the context of the results of
the stock assessment and of changes in the level of active capacity in the purse -seine
fleet and, depending on the conclusions reached by the IATTC staff, in consultation with the
Scientific Advisory Committee, based on such evaluation, the Commission shall, at its meeting
in 2018, adopt conservation and management measures for the sustainable use of the tunas and
tuna-like species.
23. Except in cases of force majeure and vessels in port and not fishing for at least 120 consecutive
days prescribed in paragraph 7, no exemptions will be allowed with regard to the closure periods notified to the Director in accordance with paragraph 6a, nor with regard to the fishing
effort of the purse- seine fleets of the respective CPCs.
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Appendix 3d

INTER-AMERICAN TROPICAL TUNA COMMISSION

90TH MEETING (RESUMED)
La Jolla, California (USA)
12-14 October 2016

PROPOSAL IATTC-90 G-2B
SUBMITTED BY COLOMBIA AND ECUADOR
MULTIANNUAL PROGRAM FOR THE CONSERVATION OF TUNA
IN THE EASTERN PACIFIC OCEAN DURING 2017-2018
The Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC), gathered in La Jolla, California (USA), on the
occasion of its 90th Meeting:
Aware of its responsibility for the scientific study of the tunas and tuna-like species in its Convention Area
and for formulating recommendations to its Members and Cooperating non-Members (CPCs) with regard
to these resources;
Recognizing that the potential production from the resource can be reduced if fishing effort is excessive;
Aware that the capacity of the purse-seine fleets fishing for tunas in the Convention Area continues to
increase;
Taking into account the best scientific information available, reflected in the IATTC staff’s
recommendations, and the precautionary approach;
Understanding that those recommendations recognize that the purse-seine capacity has increased by 10%
since 2014 and include an increase in the days of closure for large purse-seine vessels in order to maintain
the populations at levels of abundance that can produce the maximum sustainable yield.
Recognizing the importance of conservation measures taken by the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries
Commission (WCPFC) for the tuna stocks in that region and the stocks of highly migratory tunas in the
Pacific Ocean;
Agrees:
To apply in the Convention Area the conservation and management measures for yellowfin and bigeye tuna
set out below, and requests that the staff of the IATTC monitor the fishing activities of the respective CPC’s
flag vessels relative to this commitment, and report on such activities at the next meeting of the
Commission;
CHAPTER I
TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL CLOSURE FOR THE PURSE-SEINE TUNA FLEET
1. These measures are applicable in the years 2017-2018 to all CPCs’ purse-seine vessels of IATTC
capacity classes 4 to 6 (more than 182 metric tons carrying capacity), and to all their longline vessels
over 24 meters length overall, that fish for yellowfin, bigeye and skipjack tunas in the Convention Area.
2. Pole-and-line, troll, and sportfishing vessels, and purse-seine vessels of IATTC capacity classes 1-3
(182 metric tons carrying capacity or less) are not subject to these measures.
3. All purse-seine vessels covered by these measures must stop fishing in the Convention Area for a period
of 62 days in 2017 and 62 days in 2018. These closures shall be effected in one of two periods in each
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year as follows:
2017 – 29 July to 28 September, or from 18 November to 18 January 2018.
2018 – 29 July to 28 September, or from 18 November to 18 January 2019.
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 3, purse-seine vessels of IATTC capacity class 4 (between
182 and 272 metric tons carrying capacity) will be able to make only one single fishing trip of up to 30
days duration during the specified closure periods, provided that any such vessel carries an observer of
the On-Board Observer Program of the Agreement on the International Dolphin Conservation Program
(AIDCP).
5. a. In each one of the years in which these measures are applicable, and for each one of the closure
periods, each CPC shall notify the Director, by 15 July, the names of all the purse-seine vessels that
will observe each closure period.
b. Every vessel that fishes during 2017-2018, regardless of the flag under which it operates or whether
it changes flag or the jurisdiction of the CPC under which it fishes during the year, must observe
the closure period to which it was committed.
6. a. Notwithstanding the provision of subparagraph 5a and 5b, a request by a CPC, on behalf of any of
its vessels, for an exemption due to force majeure 4 rendering said vessel unable to proceed to sea
outside said closure period during at least a period equivalent to the closure period prescribed in
paragraph 3 above or a vessel that was in port and did not fish during at least 120 consecutive
days, shall be sent to the Secretariat
b. In addition to the request for an exemption, the CPC shall send the evidence necessary to demonstrate that the vessel did not proceed to sea and that the facts on which the request for exemption is
based were due to force majeure or to being in port and not fishing during at least 120 consecutive
days.
c. The Director shall immediately send the request and the evidence electronically to the other CPCs
for their consideration, duly coded in order to maintain the anonymity of the name, flag and owner
of the vessel.
d. The request shall be considered accepted, unless an IATTC Member objects to it formally within
15 calendar days of the receipt of said request, in which case the Director shall immediately notify
all CPCs of the objection.
e. If the request for exemption is accepted,
i.

the vessel shall observe a reduced closure period of 30 consecutive days in the same year during
which the force majeure event occurred or to staying in port during at least 120 consecutive
days and without conducting fishing activities, in one of the two periods prescribed in paragraph 3, to be immediately notified to the Director by the CPC, or

ii. in the event said vessel has already observed a closure period prescribed in paragraph 3 in the
same year during which the force majeure event occurred or to staying in port during at least
120 consecutive days and without conducting fishing activities, it shall observe a reduced closure period of 30 consecutive days the following year, in one of the two periods prescribed in
paragraph 3, to be notified to the Director by the CPC no later than 15 July.
This exemption applies to the vessels of fleets that observe either of the closure periods prescribed
in paragraph 3.
7. Each CPC shall, for purse-seine fisheries:
4

For the purposes of paragraph 5, only cases of vessels disabled by mechanical and/or structural failure, fire, or explosion shall be considered force majeure
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a. Before the date of entry into force of the closure, take the legal and administrative measures necessary to implement the closure;
b. Inform all interested parties in its tuna industry of the closure;
c. Inform the Director that these steps have been taken;
d. Ensure that at the time a closure period begins, and for the entire duration of that period, all the
purse-seine vessels fishing for yellowfin, bigeye, or skipjack tunas that are committed to observing
that closure period and that fly its flag, or operate under its jurisdiction, in the Convention Area are
in port, except that vessels carrying an observer from the AIDCP On-Board Observer Program may
remain at sea, provided they do not fish in the Convention Area. The only other exception to this
provision shall be that vessels carrying an observer from the AIDCP On-Board Observer Program
may leave port during the closure, provided they do not fish in the Convention Area.
CHAPTER II
BIGEYE AND YELLOWFIN CATCH LIMITS FOR PURSE-SEINE TUNA FLEET IN SETS ON
FADS

Colombia
Ecuador
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
European Union
USA
Venezuela
Others (according to IATTC register)

tons
1,812
38,122
134
1,874
7,546
2,146
1,157
736
3,681

8. From the year 2017 to the year 2018 Class-6 purse-seine vessels, that are on the IATTC Regional Vessel
Register, shall limit the catches of bigeye and yellowfin tuna caught in sets on FADs, for which a
maximum catch limit of 89,538.60 tons is established for the EPO, calculated on the basis of average
of the historical catches in sets on FADs between the years 2013 and 2015 (99,487.33 t)by the tuna
purse-seine fleet in the Eastern Pacific Ocean with a reduction of 5%.
9. The global catch limit shall be allocated for each country in accordance with its historical average 2013
to 2015 during the years that its vessels have operated minus 10%, which shall be allocated as follows:
a. The 5% reduced from the general catch limit for bigeye and yellowfin tuna which are 4,974.37
tons, shall be considered as a reserve that would be issued under a rate of up to 0.50 tons of bigeye
and yellowfin tunas/cubic meter of well per vessel and year, for CPCs whose allocation is less than
5% of the global catch limit.
b. For which the following criteria will be applied:
i.
Vessels that entered the fishery on FADs during 2015 and 2016, and that therefore do not have
a suitable level of catch limit.
ii.
Active vessels on the IATTC register that did not make sets on FADs before the year 2015.
iii.
Cases that demostrate that they were not able to operate for more than one year during the
period 2013 and 2015.
iv.
Inactive and sunk vessels from the IATTC register that do not have a history.
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The rules for distributing this remainder are the following:
i.
That an xxx% of the catch limit allocated to the CPC has been utilized.
ii.
That the country makes the initial request to the IATTC Secretariat.
iii.
That the request does not exceed 100 % of the allocation to the CPC.
c. On the other hand, the remaining 5% of the global catch limit determined for the catches of bigeye
and yellowfin tunas in sets on floating objects during the 2013 to 2015 period, shall not be utilized,
to reduce the fishing mortality of these two species contributing to the conservation of both species.
10. The catch rate for allocating the catch limit from the 5% shall be reviewed by the IATTC scientific staff
every year, to recommend to the Commission whether it needs to be modified in accordance with the
levels of maximum sustainable yield of bigeye and yellowfin tuna.
11. The total catch assigned to each CPC for bigeye and yellowfin tuna in the EPO in accordance with
paragraph 8 of this same resolution, shall be distributed as an individual vessel catch limit by the CPCs,
in accordance with the following rules:
a. The modality for allocating the individual catch limit that each CPC establishes shall be communicated to the IATTC Secretary each year by 15 December.
b. Appropriate on-board monitoring of the catches with observers shall be established, together with
other equipment if necessaly that help to improve the monitoring of possible discards.
c. The catch limit of bigeye and yellowfin tuna for each vessel, shall be applied only to sets on FADs,
therefore, they will not be applied to sets on breezers or dolphins.
d. The fisheries authority of each CPC in coordination with IATTC staff shall monitor the unloadings
of bigeye and yellowfin tuna, which shall be corroborated by the processing plants up to 72 hours
after the unloading. For appropriate compliance with this paragraph, each CPC shall develop a protocol for monitoring and verifying unloadings within a maximum period of 60 days from the approval of this resolution.
e. Once the vessels reach 80% of the individual bigeye and yellowfin tuna catch limit, the fisheries
authority shall notify this immediately to the vessel owner with copy to the IATTC Secretariat, so
that it ceases to make fishing sets on FADs when it reaches 100%.
f.

CPC shall send monthly reports to the IATTC secretary on the use of the catch limit allocated to
each vessel.

g. If the vessel exceeds its allocated annual catch limit, the excess shall be deducted from its catch limit
for the following year, without prejudice to the prohibition on continuing to make sets on FADs.
h. The catch limit allocated to each CPC shall be used among its flag vessels and the only exception
for transfer to another CPC shall be the cases in which there is a temporary transfer of capactiy,
subject to the approval by the CPC and informing the IATTC Director.
i.

Vessels with a historical record that do not fish their allocated catch limit nor transfer it to any other
vessel, may request a reduction en the number of days of the closure period referred to in paragraph
3 of this resolution for the following year, in accordance with the parameters that the scientific staff
may establish at the time that the individual catch limit is allocated.

12. With the aim of helping with the objective of reducing the catch of bigeye and yellowfin on FADs, it
is stipulated that the depth of the net of purse-seine vessels shall not be greater than 24 strips.
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CHAPTER III
BIGEYE CATCH LIMITS FOR LONGLINE TUNA FLEET
13. China, Japan, Korea, and Chinese Taipei undertake to ensure that the total annual catches of bigeye
tuna by their longline vessels in the Convention Area during 2017-2018 do not exceed the following
levels:
t
China
2,507
Japan
32,372
Korea
11,947
Chinese Taipei
7,555
14. For the year 2018, the total annual longline catches of bigeye tuna in the Convention Area shall be
adjusted appropriately based on any conservation measures that may be adopted for purse-seine vessels
in those years, as ratified or adjusted in accordance with paragraph 19.
15. All other CPCs undertake to ensure that the total annual catches of bigeye tuna by their longline vessels
in the Convention Area during 2017-2019 do not exceed the 750 metric tons or their respective catches
of bigeye tuna in 200110, 11, which ever is greater . CPCs whose annual catches have exceeded 500
metric tons shall provide monthly catch reports to the Director during the remainder of that calendar
year. For 2018, the limits in this paragraph shall remain in effect if the conservation measures for purseseine vessels are maintained, as ratified or adjusted in accordance with paragraph 19.
16. The excess of an annual bigeye catch limit established for a CPC in paragraph 9 or 11 shall be deducted
from the CPC’s annual catch limit for the following year.
CHAPTER IV
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
17. Landings and transshipments of tuna or tuna products that have been positively identified as originating
from fishing activities that contravene these measures are prohibited. The Director is requested to
provide relevant information to CPCs to assist them in this regard.
18. Each CPC shall submit to the Director, by 15 July of each year, a national report on its updated national
compliance scheme and actions taken to implement these measures, including any controls it has
imposed on its fleets and any monitoring, control, and compliance measures it has established to ensure
compliance with such controls.
19. In order to evaluate progress towards the objectives of these measures, in 2018 and 2019 the IATTC
scientific staff will analyze the effects on the stocks of the implementation of these measures, and
previous conservation and management measures, and will propose, if necessary, appropriate measures
to be applied in future years.
20. The Director shall prioritize in his research program the experiments with sorting grids or other
technological mechanisms for reducing the catch of juvenile tunas and other species of non-target fish
in the purse-seine nets of vessels that fish on FADs, by developing an experimental protocol, including
parameters for the materials to be used for the sorting grids, and the methods for their construction,
installation, and deployment likewise for other technological mechanisms that it may be desirable to
implement. The Director shall also specify the methods and format for the collection of scientific data
to be used for analysis of the performance of the sorting grids. The foregoing is without prejudice to
each CPC carrying out its own experimental programs with sorting grids and presenting its results to
the Director.
21. For 2017, renew the program to require all purse-seine vessels to first retain on board and then land all
bigeye, skipjack, and yellowfin tuna caught, with only three minor exceptions so that tropical tunas
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may be discarded when they are:
a. considered unfit for human consumption for reasons other than size (i.e., size is not a reason for
considering the fish unfit for human consumption and is therefore not a reason for discarding it).
b. caught in the final set of a trip, when there may be insufficient well space remaining to accommodate all the tuna caught in that set.
c. when serious equipment failures occur.
Notwithstanding the above, it will not be considered an infraction if the discards do not exceed 0.5%
of the catches for the fishing trip.
At its annual meeting in 2018, the IATTC will review the results of the program, including compliance, and decide whether to continue it.
22. The IATTC shall continue efforts to promote compatibility between the conservation and management
measures adopted by the IATTC and WCPFC in their goals and effectiveness, especially in the overlap
area, including by frequent consultations with the WCPFC, in order to maintain, and inform their
respective members of, a thorough understanding of conservation and management measures directed
at bigeye, yellowfin, and other tunas, and the scientific bases and effectiveness of those measures.
23. a. In 2017 the results of these measures shall be evaluated in the context of the results of the stock
assessments and of changes in the level of active capacity in the purse-seine fleet and, depending on
the conclusions reached by the IATTC scientific staff, in consultation with the Scientific Advisory
Committee, based on such evaluation, the Commission shall adopt conservation and management
measures for the sustainable use of tuna and tuna-like species at its meeting in 2017.
b. In 2018, the results of these measures shall be evaluated in the context of the results of the stock
assessment and of changes in the level of active capacity in the purse seine fleet and, depending on
the conclusions reached by the IATTC staff, in consultation with the Scientific Advisory Committee, based on such evaluation, the Commission shall adopt conservation and management
measures for the sustainable use of the tunas and tuna-like species at its meeting in 2018.
24. Except in cases of force majeure and of vessels staying in port during at least 120 consecutive days and
without conducting fishing activities as prescribed in paragraph 7, no exemptions will be allowed with
regard to the closure periods notified to the Director in accordance with paragraph 6a, nor with regard
to effort
25. Any vessel that enters the register as a substitute for another vessel that has carried out the closure in
the first period shall not be considered for complying with a new closure period.
26. Any vessel that enters the register in the second semester as a substitute for a vessel that was inactive
for more than six months shall not be obliged to carry out any closure period.
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Appendix 3e

INTER-AMERICAN TROPICAL TUNA COMMISSION

90TH MEETING (RESUMED)
La Jolla, California (USA)
12-14 October 2016

PROPOSAL IATTC-90 G-5B
SUBMITTED BY MEXICO
RESOLUTION ON THE ANNUAL PROGRAM FOR THE
CONSERVATION OF TUNA IN THE EASTERN PACIFIC OCEAN
DURING 2017
The Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC), gathered in La Jolla, California (USA), on the
occasion of its 90th Meeting (resumed):
Aware of its responsibility for the scientific study of the tunas and tuna-like species in its Convention Area
and for formulating recommendations to its Members and Cooperating non-Members (CPCs) with regard
to these resources;
Recognizing that the potential production from the resource can be reduced if fishing effort is excessive;
Aware that the capacity of the purse-seine fleets fishing for tunas in the Convention Area continues to
increase;
Recognizing that fish-aggregating devices (FADs) have a greater negative effect on stocks and the pelagic
ecosystem in the EPO compared to other types of sets in purse seine fisheries, and that these effects should
be mitigated;
Taking into account the best scientific information available on the stocks of tropical tunas, reflected in the
recommendations of the IATTC staff and the Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC), as well as considering
the need to apply the precautionary approach considered in Article IV of the Antigua Convention;
Recalling the definition of fishing established in Article I, Definitions, paragraph 2 of the "Antigua Convention", which stipulates that fishing means “placing, searching for or recovering any fish-aggregating
device or associated equipment, including radio beacons”;
Understanding that the IATTC Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) itself recommended exploring complementary conservation measures as an alternative to an increase in the days of closure suggested by the
scientific staff of the Commission;
Considering that a reduction in fishing mortality of juveniles in fishing using floating objects would increase the level of sustainability of resources;
Making progress towards the objectives set out in section I, paragraph 6 of Resolution C-16-01, regarding
the collection of information and the formulation of recommendations to limit the catch of small bigeye
and yellowfin tuna associated with fishing on FADs;
Recognizing that reducing the catches of juvenile bigeye and yellowfin mainly associated with fish-aggregating devices (FADs) should be attempted;
Bearing in mind that the International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tuna and the Indian
Ocean Tuna Commission have established measures for controlling the máximum value of FADs that their
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vessels can use per year;
Recognizing the importance of conservation measures taken by the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries
Commission (WCPFC) for the tuna stocks in that region and the stocks of highly migratory tunas in the
Pacific Ocean being compatible, fair y balanced.
Agrees:
To apply in the Convention Area the conservation and management measures for yellowfin and bigeye and
skipjack tuna set out below, and requests that the staff of the IATTC monitor the fishing activities of the
respective CPC’s flag vessels relative to this commitment, and that such activities be reported on as a priority at the next meeting of the Commission;
1. These measures are applicable in the year 2017 without exception for all CPCs’ purse-seine vessels,
and to all longline vessels over 24 meters length overall and also for pole-and-line, troll, and sportfishing vessels that fish for yellowfin, bigeye and skipjack tunas in the Convention Area.
2. All purse-seine vessels covered by these measures must stop fishing in the Convention Area for a period
of 62 days in 2017. These closures shall be effected in one of two periods as follows:
29 July to 28 September 2017, or from 18 November to 18 January 2018.
3. The fishery for yellowfin, bigeye, and skipjack tuna by purse-seine vessels within the area of 96º and
110ºW and between 4°N and 3°S illustrated in Figure 1, known as the “corralito”, shall be closed from
00:00 hours on 29 September to 24:00 hours on 29 October.

Figure 1. Closure area
4. a. For each one of the closure periods, each CPC shall notify the Director, by 15 July which period
each one of its vessels will observe.
b. Every vessel that fishes during 2017, regardless of the flag under which it operates or whether it
changes flag or the jurisdiction of the CPC under which it fishes during the year, must observe the
closure period to which it was committed.
5. Each CPC shall, for its vessels’ respective fisheries:
a. Before the date of entry into force of the closure, take the legal and administrative measures necessary to implement the closure;
b. Inform all interested parties in its tuna industry of the closure;
c. Inform the Director that these steps have been taken;
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d. Ensure that at the time a closure period begins, and for the entire duration of that period, all vessels
fishing for yellowfin, bigeye, or skipjack tunas that are committed to observing that closure period
and that fly its flag, or operate under its jurisdiction, in the Convention Area are in port, except that
vessels carrying an observer from the AIDCP On-Board Observer Program may remain at sea,
provided they do not fish in the Convention Area. Likewise, vessels carrying an observer from the
AIDCP On-Board Observer Program may leave port during the closure, provided they do not fish
in the Convention Area.
6. China, Japan, Korea, and Chinese Taipei undertake to ensure that the total annual catches of bigeye
tuna by their longline vessels in the Convention Area during 2017 do not exceed the following levels:

Metric tons
China
Japan
Korea
Chinese Taipei

2017
2,507
32,372
11,947
7,555

7. For 2017, the total annual longline catches of bigeye tuna in the Convention Area shall be adjusted
appropriately based on any conservation measures that may be adopted for purse-seine vessels, as ratified or adjusted in accordance with paragraph 19.
8. All other CPCs undertake to ensure that the total annual catches of bigeye tuna by their longline vessels
in the Convention Area during 2017 do not exceed the greater of 500 metric tons or their respective
catches of bigeye tuna in 2001 5,6. CPCs whose annual catches have exceeded 500 metric tons shall
provide monthly catch reports to the Director.
9. Landings and transshipments of tuna or tuna products that have been positively identified as originating
from fishing activities that contravene these measures are prohibited. The Director is requested to
provide relevant information to CPCs to assist them in this regard.
10. Each CPC shall submit to the Director, by 15 July 2017, a national report on its updated national compliance scheme and actions taken to implement these measures, including any controls it has imposed
on its fleets and any monitoring, control, and compliance measures it has established to ensure compliance with such controls.
11. In order to evaluate progress towards the objectives of these measures, in 2018 the IATTC scientific
staff will analyze as a priority the effects on the stocks of the implementation of these measures, and
previous conservation and management measures, and will propose, if necessary, appropriate measures
to be applied in future years.
12. The Director is requested to continue, in consultation with interested CPCs, a pilot program for research
into, and gathering information on, the fish-aggregating devices (FADs) used to aggregate tunas in the
Convention Area. The program shall include, inter alia, provisions for the marking of FADs, maintaining a record of the numbers of FADs on board each vessel at the beginning and end of each fishing
trip, and recording the date, time, and position of the set, as well as removing 50% of FADs before the
start of the closure selected by each vessel, not deploying FADs one month before each closure period,
and additionally, removing the FAD of the last set. The Director is requested to report on the status of
this effort at the next annual meeting of the IATTC. The information collected shall be held by the
5

The Commission acknowledges that France, as a coastal State, is developing a tuna longline fleet on behalf of its
overseas territories situated in the Convention Area.
6
The Commission acknowledges that Peru, as a coastal State, will develop a tuna longline fleet, which will operate
in strict compliance with the rules and provisions of the IATTC and in accordance with the resolutions of the
Commission.
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IATTC staff.
13. An annual limit for FAD deployments is established and the CPCs shall ensure that none of their purseseine vessels of IATTC Classes 1 to 6 deploy more than [100] FADs per cubic meter considering its
capacity. For monitoring compliance with the FAD deployment limit by each one of its vessels the CPC
shall monitor it using the form for collecting data on FADs established in Resolution C-16-01, and the
information provided by the on-board observer on IATTC Class-6 vessels, as well as a program to
review the logbooks for vessels classes 1 to 5 without observer on board. The Commission, in conjunction with the Scientific Advisory Committee, shall review the progress and results of the implementation of this measure and may adjust the established limit. In their work, the above-mentioned bodies
may consider the recommendations issued by the ad hoc Working Group on FADs.
14. Subject to the availability of the necessary funding, the Director is requested to continue the experiments with sorting grids for juvenile tunas and other species of non-target fish in the purse-seine nets
of vessels that fish on FADs and on unassociated schools, by developing an experimental protocol,
including parameters for the materials to be used for the sorting grids, and the methods for their construction, installation, and deployment. The Director shall also specify the methods and format for the
collection of scientific data to be used for analysis of the performance of the sorting grids. The foregoing
is without prejudice to each CPC carrying out its own experimental programs with sorting grids and
presenting its results to the Director.
15. For 2017, renew the program to require all purse-seine vessels to first retain on board and then land all
bigeye, skipjack, and yellowfin tuna caught, except fish considered unfit for human consumption for
reasons other than size. A single exception shall be the final set of a trip, when there may be insufficient
well space remaining to accommodate all the tuna caught in that set.
16. The IATTC shall continue efforts to promote compatibility between the conservation and management
measures adopted by the IATTC and WCPFC in their goals and effectiveness, especially in the overlap
area by frequent consultations with the WCPFC, in order to maintain, and inform their respective members of, a thorough understanding of conservation and management measures directed at bigeye, yellowfin, and other tunas, and the scientific bases and effectiveness of those measures.
17. a. In 2018 the results of these measures shall be evaluated in the context of the results of the stock
assessments and of changes in the level of active capacity in the purse-seine fleet and, depending on
the conclusions reached by the IATTC scientific staff, in consultation with the Scientific Advisory
Committee, based on such evaluation, the Commission shall adopt conservation and management
measures for the sustainable use of tuna and tuna-like species at its meeting in 2018.
18. Given the increase of the operative capacity of the purse-seine fleet operating in the EPO, give priority
to the work in the framework of the Permanent Working Group on Fleet Capacity that will allow a
scheme to be defined so that in the short term progress may be made in the management and reduction
of the operative capacity in the EPO.
19. Apply, in the meantime, measures in a voluntary manner that will allow the operative capacity of purseseine vessels operating in the EPO to be reduced, as well as advance in the updating of the IATTC
Regional Vessel Register regarding long line vessels that will allow a precise definition of those that
are active and inactive with the aim of likewise establishing a limit on operative capacity.
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Appendix 3f

INTER-AMERICAN TROPICAL TUNA COMMISSION

90TH MEETING (RESUMED)
La Jolla, California (USA)
12-14 October 2016

PROPOSAL IATTC-90 I-1A
SUBMITTED BY THE UNITED STATES
RESOLUTION ON IMPROVING OBSERVER SAFETY AT SEA
EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM
Rationale: Observer programs collect data essential to the functions of the Commission and the safety of
observers is critical to their ability to perform their duties. There are no established requirements for safety
equipment for IATTC observer programs, and these requirements vary among the national observer
programs. The Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission adopted minimum standards to improve
observer safety at sea at its meeting in December 2015.
The Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC):
Taking into account that observers collect data that is essential to the functions of the Commission and that
the safety of observers is critical to their ability to perform their duties;
Recognizing that certain IATTC resolutions require longline, purse-seine, and transshipment vessels to
carry observers;
Concerned about the lack of safety equipment requirements for IATTC observer programs and by the
variability in these requirements among the national observer programs; and
Considering that consistent safety requirements should apply to all observers operating within the legal and
institutional framework of the IATTC;
Agrees that:
1. All IATTC observer programs, including the Regional Observer Program for transshipment, the
national observer programs for longline vessels, and any future observer program established by the
IATTC, shall ensure that, when observers embark on a vessel for a trip, they are provided with (1) an
independent two-way satellite communication device, and (2) a waterproof personal life-saving beacon.
This may consist of a single device, such as a “Satellite Emergency Notification Device”, or a
combination of an independent two-way satellite-based device, such as a satellite telephone, and a
portable lifesaving beacon, such as a Personal Locator Beacon or Emergency Position Indicating Radio
Beacon. These devices must be approved by the IATTC.
2. All IATTC observer programs must have a designated person or persons responsible for monitoring
the signal from the observers’ satellite communication devices at all times.
3. All IATTC observer programs must have an established procedure for a designated person or persons
to contact the observer, the vessel, and, if necessary, the competent authority of the Member or
Cooperating Non-Member with jurisdiction over the vessel; this procedure must clearly describe the
steps that must be taken in the event of various emergencies, including situations where an observer is
assaulted, intimidated, interfered with or harassed while on board a vessel and/or the observer requests
to be removed prior to the conclusion of the fishing trip.
4. All national observer programs must provide safety training for observers, which must at a minimum
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meet the International Maritime Organization (IMO) safety training standards.
5. This Resolution shall enter into force on 1 January 2018.
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